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Abstract—5G networks provide technology enablers targeting
industrial applications. One key enabler is the Ultra Reliable
Low Latency Communication (URLLC). This paper studies the
performance impact of network delay on closed-loop control for
industrial applications. We investigate the performance of the
closed-loop control of an UR5 industrial robot arm assuming fix
delay. The goal is to stress the system at the upper limit of the
possible network delay. We prove that to achieve the maximum
accuracy of the robot at maximum speed, URLLC is a must have.
Index Terms—Industrial Application, Robot Arm, URLLC,
Network Delay, Trajectory Accuracy, Measurements, Perfor-
mance Evaluation
I. INTRODUCTION
Wireless networks are continuously replacing wired net-
works in several areas. Mobile Broadband is one of the most
successful areas. As a next step, 5G networks also provide
technology enablers targeting industrial automation and con-
trol applications. One key enabler is the Ultra Reliable Low
Latency Communication (URLLC). URLLC should be capable
of successfully transmitting messages over radio interface
within 1 ms with a 99.999% success probability and should be
capable to achieve a latency of 0.5 ms on average for multiple
transmissions [1].
Industrial automation and control applications require sig-
nificantly different latency and reliability [2]. Least demand-
ing applications like diagnostics and maintenance do not
require latency lower than 15 ms and reliability around
99.99%. Closed-loop applications require latency between
1 ms and 15 ms and ultra high reliability. Special applications,
e.g., printing machine, typically require even lower latency (<1
ms).
A well-designed Industrial-Ethernet based solution provides
reliable and low latency connection [6]. A potential problem
is the cable cut like events. To overcome this, aliveness of the
connection is continuously monitored. In case of a connection
problem, the application executes emergency action, typically,
the robotic cell is stopped. For example, in ProfiNet RT [16],
data frames are sent periodically (update time specifies the
period) and when a predefined number of consecutive frames
are not arrived in time (retry parameter specifies the threshold,
typical value is 3) then the application is notified.
From controller point of view, industrial applications over
wired links are designed based on the assumption of perfect
communication environment, e.g., non-delayed sensing and
actuation. In contrast to wired networks, providing high quality
services over wireless networks is resource demanding. Wire-
less networks have to deal with non-negligible transmission
disturbances due to e.g. interference, fading and shadowing
over the radio link. Several radio mechanisms, e.g., retrans-
mission mechanisms, active queue managements, multicon-
nectivity, power control, link adaptation, try to compensate
disturbances, and finally the network provides high quality
services.
Wired link can be replaced by wireless link without touching
the control algorithm of the application when
• wireless link can guarantee the same transmission re-
quirements as the wired link provides, or
• characteristics of wireless link fulfill the design require-
ments of the control algorithm.
The first case is more conservative and much more chal-
lenging to realize by a wireless network, because in several
applications the underlying industrial protocol provides strict
guarantees that are much higher than the application requires.
In the second case, the characteristics of connection provided
by wireless link are adapted to the application requirements.
The joint optimization of application control loop and
wireless network can improve efficiency. If the network is
informed about the current latency requirement of the control
loop, then the network can more efficiently assign resources.
In this way, the wireless network can serve more applications
simultaneously. We address the case when neither the link
nor the application are optimized jointly. This paper evaluates
the performance of a robot arm control application. The
application includes closed-loop control of an UR5 industrial
robot arm [10] and it is connected to the robot arm through a
fixed delay connection. The main focus is on the effect of the
link delay on the performance of robot arm movement quality
measured by specific key performance indicators (KPIs).
Our target system on which the evaluation is done is a UR5
robot arm. The UR5 is an industrial grade robot arm and has an
externally accessible velocity control interface. The robot arm
accepts velocity commands for each joint (servo) and publishes
joint state information with 8 ms update time. Investigated
KPIs are response time and precision of trajectory execution,
i.e., spatial and temporal deviations from the planed trajectory.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses
the state-of-the-art. Section III describes the measurement
setup and provides measurement results. Section IV describes
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II. RELATED WORK
The rest of the secti n gives an overview of Networked
Contr l Systems (NCSs) focusing on the introduction of
wireless link.
A. Networked control systems
In networked control systems, feedback control loops are
closed via communication networks [11], [12]. A NCS consists
of numerous coupled subsystems, which are geographically
distrib t d, and individual subsystems exchange information
over wired or wireless networks. In [11], an overview of recent
developments on NCSs is presented. Three general config-
urations of networked control systems, i.e., centralized, de-
centralized and distributed configurations are discussed. Then,
challenging issues from the study and application of NCSs
are outlined from three aspects: communication, computation
and control. In [12], several aspects of NCS was discussed,
including sampling, network-induced delays, packets dropouts,
quantization errors, sampled-data control, networked control,
event-triggered control, network-based filtering in continuous
or discrete-time domain.
The introduction of wireless links in a NCS requires us to
revisit the design aspect of the system. There are two main
means to integrate a wireless link into a NCS:
• adapting the control algorithms to the properties offered
by wireless link [11], [13] and
• improving the wireless network to meet the current design
assumptions [9], [14] .
In [11], authors proposed a fuzzy predictive control
method to mitigate the network-induced delays from sensor-
to-controller and controller-to-actuator links. At each time
instance, the method evaluates the network delays and the
proper control law is designed based on a predictive scheme. In
[13], delay compensation scheme using classical and adaptive
Smith predictor was applied to wireless NCS. The Markov
model was proposed to compute the estimated network delay
used in the classical predictor. In the adaptive predictor, the
channel delay statistics using shift registers was proposed to
update the estimated delay.
In [9], they provided a low complexity RTT skew MIMO
control algorithm for 5G using multiconnectivity. In [14],
authors considered all control loops as network applications
(i.e. keeping controllers and devices unchanged) and developed
a control-aware network uplink scheduler to handle the control
performance degradation caused by communication delays.
B. Wired communication
Industrial automation and control applications use diverse
technology to interconnect controller and devices. Industrial-
Ethernet based protocols (e.g. ProfiNet, EtherCAT) and Field-
Buses (e.g. ProfiBus) are the most widespread solutions with
estimated market shares of about 46% and 48%, respectively
[3]. In [4], authors compare the network protocols used
nowadays in industrial applications. All investigated systems
show similar basic principles, which are solely implemented
in different ways. Shared memory is applied and most systems
require a master or a comparable management system which
controls the communication. Shared memory is implemented
via data distribution mechanisms that are based on a high
frequency packet sending pattern. These packets have to be
transmitted with strict delivery time with minimum jitter.
ProfiNet [5] distinguishes between two real-time classes
with different services and target applications.
• Real-Time (RT) class: This class is suitable for appli-
cations with cycle times of 1-10 ms. Standard Ethernet
components can be used to connect devices. Application,
transmission and devices have their own not synchronous
cycles, in this way jitter is not optimized.
• Isochronous Real-Time (IRT) class: This class is suitable
for applications with cycle times of less than 1 ms. This
class provides clock synchronized communication and
provides jitter less than 1 µs, but needs hardware support
via switch-ASIC.
C. Wireless communication
A lot of effort is put into improving radio algorithms of
URLLC. In [7], authors reviewed recent advances in URLLC.
In [8], authors discussed wireless channel models that are rele-
vant for URLLC. For challenging services like URLLC, tailor-
made methods are developed to achieve the strict performance
requirements, e.g. [9]. The support of URLLC services comes
at the cost of reduced spectral efficiency compared to mobile
broadband services without latency and reliability constraints
[1]. The spectral efficiency significantly depends on the pro-
vided quality, for example, URLLC providing 1 ms latency
can have about 3 times lower spectral efficiency compared
to URLLC providing only 10 ms latency. In networks, where
the share of the URLLC traffic can be significant in the load,
optimized use of URLLC can improve the network capacity.
III. EXPERIMENTAL ENVIRONMENT
In this section, we investigate the response time and the
trajectory execution performance of an UR5 industrial robot
arm in networked control scenarios. During measurements we
used a real UR5 robot arm.
A. Hardware components
UR5 industrial robot arm is a 6-DOF, lightweight, flexible,
and collaborative robot that allows to automate repetitive and
dangerous tasks with payloads of up to 5 kg. The robot arm is
ideal for optimizing low-weight collaborative processes, such
as picking, placing and testing.
The controller of UR5 provides access to a wide range
of low level functionalities. This makes the robot suitable to
be included in custom networked control system. At lowest
level, individual joints with brushless servo motors and har-
monic drive reducers are controlled with 2.4 KHz frequency.
Unfortunately, this interface is not accessible externally. The
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or discrete-time domain.
The introduction of wireless links in a NCS requires us to
revisit the design aspect of the system. There are two main
means to integrate a wireless link into a NCS:
• adapting the control algorithms to the properties offered
by wireless link [11], [13] and
• improving the wireless network to meet the current design
assumptions [9], [14] .
In [11], authors proposed a fuzzy predictive control
method to mitigate the network-induced delays from sensor-
to-controller and controller-to-actuator links. At each time
instance, the method evaluates the network delays and the
proper control law is designed based on a predictive scheme. In
[13], delay compensation scheme using classical and adaptive
Smith predictor was applied to wireless NCS. The Markov
model was proposed to compute the estimated network delay
used in the classical predictor. In the adaptive predictor, the
channel delay statistics using shift registers was proposed to
update the estimated delay.
In [9], they provided a low complexity RTT skew MIMO
control algorithm for 5G using multiconnectivity. In [14],
authors considered all control loops as network applications
(i.e. keeping controllers and devices unchanged) and developed
a control-aware network uplink scheduler to handle the control
performance degradation caused by communication delays.
B. Wired communication
Industrial automation and control applications use diverse
technology to interconnect controller and devices. Industrial-
Ethernet based protocols (e.g. ProfiNet, EtherCAT) and Field-
Buses (e.g. ProfiBus) are the most widespread solutions with
estimated market shares of about 46% and 48%, respectively
[3]. In [4], authors compare the network protocols used
nowadays in industrial applications. All investigated systems
show similar basic principles, which are solely implemented
in different ways. Shared memory is applied and most systems
require a master or a comparable management system which
controls the communication. Shared memory is implemented
via data distribution mechanisms that are based on a high
frequency packet sending pattern. These packets have to be
transmitted with strict delivery time with minimum jitter.
ProfiNet [5] distinguishes between two real-time classes
with different services and target applications.
• Real-Time (RT) class: This class is suitable for appli-
cations with cycle times of 1-10 ms. Standard Ethernet
components can be used to connect devices. Application,
transmission and devices have their own not synchronous
cycles, in this way jitter is not optimized.
• Isochronous Real-Time (IRT) class: This class is suitable
for applications with cycle times of less than 1 ms. This
class provides clock synchronized communication and
provides jitter less than 1 µs, but needs hardware support
via switch-ASIC.
C. Wireless communication
A lot of effort is put into improving radio algorithms of
URLLC. In [7], authors reviewed recent advances in URLLC.
In [8], authors discussed wireless channel models that are rele-
vant for URLLC. For challenging services like URLLC, tailor-
made methods are developed to achieve the strict performance
requirements, e.g. [9]. The support of URLLC services comes
at the cost of reduced spectral efficiency compared to mobile
broadband services without latency and reliability constraints
[1]. The spectral efficiency significantly depends on the pro-
vided quality, for example, URLLC providing 1 ms latency
can have about 3 times lower spectral efficiency compared
to URLLC providing only 10 ms latency. In networks, where
the share of the URLLC traffic can be significant in the load,
optimized use of URLLC can improve the network capacity.
III. EXPERIMENTAL ENVIRONMENT
In this section, we investigate the response time and the
trajectory execution performance of an UR5 industrial robot
arm in networked control scenarios. During measurements we
used a real UR5 robot arm.
A. Hardware components
UR5 industrial robot arm is a 6-DOF, lightweight, flexible,
and collaborative robot that allows to automate repetitive and
dangerous tasks with payloads of up to 5 kg. The robot arm is
ideal for optimizing low-weight collaborative processes, such
as picking, placing and testing.
The controller of UR5 provides access to a wide range
of low level functionalities. This makes the robot suitable to
be included in custom networked control system. At lowest
level, individual joints with brushless servo motors and har-
monic drive reducers are controlled with 2.4 KHz frequency.
Unfortunately, this interface is not accessible externally. The
the measurement scenarios. Section V shows the performed
evaluations. Section VI discusses the observations. Section VII
concludes the paper.
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next control possibility is to command (receive) the velocity
(state) of the individual joints at sampling frequency of 125 Hz
and this interface is accessible externally (low level control
API). The robot supports ProfiNet RT, ModBus and TCP/IP
communication protocols.
B. Software components
We have developed a robot arm controller from scratch
based on the low level control API of the UR5. The main
reason to do so is to facilitate the integration of our custom
KPIs. Figure 1 shows our measurement setup. The controller
runs on a Linux PC that is connected to UR5 over Ethernet. It
uses TCP/IP protocol stack for communication and a 125 Hz
controlling frequency. Furthermore, velocity control is applied
which means that we send per joint velocity commands
(speedj) to the robot arm every 8 ms, including rotation speed
information of the 6 servo motors. Network delay that models
latency aspect of URLLC link is inserted in the control loop,
i.e., between the controller and UR5 robot arm, by the Traffic
Control tool of Linux. We use fix delay to analyze the behavior
of the system on the upper limit of the possible network delay.
Note that jitter can be transformed to fix delay with a jitter-
buffer.
Our controller implements trajectory generation, trajectory
execution and communication modules, see Figure 1. Tra-
jectory generator accepts moveTo commands. The parameters
of a command specify the goal position and orientation in
Cartesian space, target execution start time and maximum
allowed joint velocity and acceleration. First, using inverse
kinematics, the goal position and orientation are transformed
into joint space. Then, a feasible path is determined from
the current position of the robot to the goal position using
tangent bug algorithm. Obstacles can be specified in joint
space. Finally, the feasible path is sampled and cubic-spline
interpolation is applied considering the specified maximum
Network delay Avg. response time Stand. Dev.
0 ms 14.66 ms 1.84 ms
1 ms 14.99 ms 2.00 ms
2 ms 15.60 ms 2.50 ms
4 ms 20.61 ms 1.91 ms
8 ms 22.46 ms 1.66 ms
16 ms 30.51 ms 1.70 ms
32 ms 46.62 ms 1.81 ms
64 ms 78.50 ms 1.83 ms
TABLE I
AVERAGE AND STANDARD DEVIATION OF RESPONSE TIME FOR DIFFERENT
NETWORK DELAYS
joint velocity and acceleration. The trajectory generator also
supports smooth on-the-fly trajectory modification.
Trajectory executor receives trajectories. A trajectory is
described by 6 splines, each spline describes individual joint
position evolution in time. For each joint, a feed-forward ve-
locity control is running with predefined update time for which
default value is 8 ms. The position error is calculated from the
target position coming from the spline and the current position
extracted from the robot feedback. The baseline velocity is
obtained from the spline by derivation and modified through
a PID controller based on position error. We have tuned
the parameters of the PID controller for zero network delay
and we kept this setting unchanged during the investigations.
The update timers of the robot and the trajectory executor
are unsynchronized. This unsynchronized operation further
increases the average response time with 4 ms and the standard
deviation (i.e. jitter) with ∼ 2.3 ms. Consequently, the average
dead delay of the control loop of trajectory executor is about
18 ms and the jitter is about 3 ms. Trajectory executor also
records the realized trajectory. After execution, it compares
the planned and the realized trajectories and calculates KPIs.
The communication module sends the joint velocity com-
mands to the robot. Commands are sent in clear text format,
and each command message contains joint velocity values for
all of the 6 joints. A velocity command message is valid until
a new message received or an optionally specified timeout
expired. The status feedback is encoded in binary format and
has a size of about 1 Kbyte.
IV. MEASUREMENT SCENARIOS
A. Response time
We started with the investigation of the response time
(i.e, dead delay) of the robot. We sent a (non-zero) velocity
command to standstill robot and inspected the received status
messages sent by the robot. The response time is the time
elapsed from the command transmission to the first received
status message reporting joint movements. Table I shows the
mean value and the standard deviation of response times for
different network delays. Without network delay, the average
response time is 14.66 ms and the standard deviation is
1.84 ms. The robot checks the incoming commands peri-
odically with 8 ms period and also sends status messages
with 8 ms period. Note that the standard deviation of a
the measurement scenar os. S ction V shows the perf rmed
evaluations. Section VI discusses the observations. Section VII
concludes the paper.
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(i.e. keeping controllers and devices unchanged) and d veloped
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class provides clock synchronized communication and
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A lot of effort is put into improvi g radio algorithms of
URLLC. In [7], authors revi wed rece t advances in URLLC.
In [8], authors discussed wireless chann l models that are rele
vant for URLLC. For chall nging services like URLLC, tailor-
made methods are developed to achieve the strict performance
requirements, e.g. [9]. The support of URLLC services c mes
at the cost of reduced spectral efficie cy compared to mobile
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Performance Evaluation of Closed-loop Industrial
Applications Over Imperfect Networks
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next control possibility is to command (receive) the velocity
(state) of the individual joints at sampling frequency of 125 Hz
and this interface is accessible externally (low level control
API). The robot supports ProfiNet RT, ModBus and TCP/IP
communication protocols.
B. Software components
We have developed a robot arm controller from scratch
based on the low level control API of the UR5. The main
reason to do so is to facilitate the integration of our custom
KPIs. Figure 1 shows our measurement setup. The controller
runs on a Linux PC that is connected to UR5 over Ethernet. It
uses TCP/IP protocol stack for communication and a 125 Hz
controlling frequency. Furthermore, velocity control is applied
which means that we send per joint velocity commands
(speedj) to the robot arm every 8 ms, including rotation speed
information of the 6 servo motors. Network delay that models
latency aspect of URLLC link is inserted in the control loop,
i.e., between the controller and UR5 robot arm, by the Traffic
Control tool of Linux. We use fix delay to analyze the behavior
of the system on the upper limit of the possible network delay.
Note that jitter can be transformed to fix delay with a jitter-
buffer.
Our controller implements trajectory generation, trajectory
execution and communication modules, see Figure 1. Tra-
jectory generator accepts moveTo commands. The parameters
of a command specify the goal position and orientation in
Cartesian space, target execution start time and maximum
allowed joint velocity and acceleration. First, using inverse
kinematics, the goal position and orientation are transformed
into joint space. Then, a feasible path is determined from
the current position of the robot to the goal position using
tangent bug algorithm. Obstacles can be specified in joint
space. Finally, the feasible path is sampled and cubic-spline
interpolation is applied considering the specified maximum
Network delay Avg. response time Stand. Dev.
0 ms 14.66 ms 1.84 ms
1 ms 14.99 ms 2.00 ms
2 ms 15.60 ms 2.50 ms
4 ms 20.61 ms 1.91 ms
8 ms 22.46 ms 1.66 ms
16 ms 30.51 ms 1.70 ms
32 ms 46.62 ms 1.81 ms
64 ms 78.50 ms 1.83 ms
TABLE I
AVERAGE AND STANDARD DEVIATION OF RESPONSE TIME FOR DIFFERENT
NETWORK DELAYS
joint velocity and acceleration. The trajectory generator also
supports smooth on-the-fly trajectory modification.
Trajectory executor receives trajectories. A trajectory is
described by 6 splines, each spline describes individual joint
position evolution in time. For each joint, a feed-forward ve-
locity control is running with predefined update time for which
default value is 8 ms. The position error is calculated from the
target position coming from the spline and the current position
extracted from the robot feedback. The baseline velocity is
obtained from the spline by derivation and modified through
a PID controller based on position error. We have tuned
the parameters of the PID controller for zero network delay
and we kept this setting unchanged during the investigations.
The update timers of the robot and the trajectory executor
are unsynchronized. This unsynchronized operation further
increases the average response time with 4 ms and the standard
deviation (i.e. jitter) with ∼ 2.3 ms. Consequently, the average
dead delay of the control loop of trajectory executor is about
18 ms and the jitter is about 3 ms. Trajectory executor also
records the realized trajectory. After execution, it compares
the planned and the realized trajectories and calculates KPIs.
The communication module sends the joint velocity com-
mands to the robot. Commands are sent in clear text format,
and each command message contains joint velocity values for
all of the 6 joints. A velocity command message is valid until
a new message received or an optionally specified timeout
expired. The status feedback is encoded in binary format and
has a size of about 1 Kbyte.
IV. MEASUREMENT SCENARIOS
A. Response time
We started with the investigation of the response time
(i.e, dead delay) of the robot. We sent a (non-zero) velocity
command to standstill robot and inspected the received status
messages sent by the robot. The response time is the time
elapsed from the command transmission to the first received
status message reporting joint movements. Table I shows the
mean value and the standard deviation of response times for
different network delays. Without network delay, the average
response time is 14.66 ms and the standard deviation is
1.84 ms. The robot checks the incoming commands peri-
odically with 8 ms period and also sends status messages
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next control possibility is to command (receive) the velocity
(state) of the individual joints at sampling frequency of 125 Hz
and this interface is accessible externally (low level control
API). The robot supports ProfiNet RT, ModBus and TCP/IP
communication protocols.
B. Soft are comp ents
We have developed a robot arm controller from scratch
based on the low level control API of the UR5. The main
reason to do so is to facilitate the integration of our custom
KPIs. Figure 1 shows our measurement setup. The controller
runs on a Linux PC that is connected to UR5 over Ethernet. It
uses TCP/IP protocol stack for communication and a 125 Hz
controlling frequency. Furthermore, velocity control is applied
which means that we send per joint velocity commands
(speedj) to the robot arm every 8 ms, including rotation speed
information of the 6 servo motors. Network delay that models
latency aspect of URLLC link is inserted in the control loop,
i.e., between the controller and UR5 robot arm, by the Traffic
Control tool of Linux. We use fix delay to analyze the behavior
of the system on the upper limit of the possible network delay.
Note that jitter can be transformed to fix delay with a jitter-
buffer.
Our controller implements trajectory generation, trajectory
execution and communication modules, see Figure 1. Tra-
jectory generator accepts moveTo commands. The parameters
of a command specify the goal position and orientation in
Cartesian space, target execution start time and maximum
allowed joint velocity and acceleration. First, using inverse
kinematics, the goal position and orientation are transformed
into joint space. Then, a feasible path is determined from
the current position of the robot to the goal position using
tangent bug algorithm. Obstacles can be specified in joint
space. Finally, the feasible path is sampled and cubic-spline
interpolation is applied considering the specified maximum
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joint velocity and acceleration. The trajectory generator also
supports smooth on-the-fly trajectory modification.
Trajectory executor receives trajectories. A trajectory is
described by 6 splines, each spline describes individual joint
position evolution in time. For each joint, a feed-forward ve-
locity control is running with predefined update time for which
default value is 8 ms. The position error is calculated from the
target position coming from the spline and the current position
extracted from the robot feedback. The baseline velocity is
obtained from the spline by derivation and modified through
a PID controller based on position error. We have tuned
the parameters of the PID controller for zero network delay
and we kept this setting unchanged during the investigations.
The update timers of the robot and the trajectory executor
are unsynchronized. This unsynchronized operation further
increases the average response time with 4 ms and the standard
deviation (i.e. jitter) with ∼ 2.3 ms. Consequently, the average
dead delay of the control loop of trajectory executor is about
18 ms and the jitter is about 3 ms. Trajectory executor also
records the realized trajectory. After execution, it compares
the planned and the realized trajectories and calculates KPIs.
The communication module sends the joint velocity com-
ands to the robot. Commands are sent in clear text format,
and each command essage contains joint velocity values for
all of the 6 joints. A velocity command message is valid until
a new message received or an optionally specified timeout
expired. The status feedback is encoded in binary format and
has a size of about 1 Kbyte.
IV. MEASUREMENT SCENARIOS
A. Response time
We started with the investigation of the response time
(i.e, dead delay) of the robot. We sent a (non-zero) velocity
command to standstill robot and inspected the received status
messages sent by the robot. The response time is the time
elapsed from the command transmission to the first received
status message reporting joint movements. Table I shows the
mean value and the standard deviation of response times for
different network delays. Without network delay, the average
response time is 14.66 ms and the standard deviation is
1.84 ms. The robot checks the incoming commands peri-
odically with 8 ms period and also sends status messages
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next control possibility is to command (receive) the velocity
(state) of the individual joints at sampling frequency of 125 Hz
and this interface is accessible externally (low level control
API). The robot supports ProfiNet RT, ModBus and TCP/IP
communication protocols.
B. Softwar components
We have developed a robot arm controller from scratch
based on the low level control API of the UR5. The main
reason to do so is to facilitate the integration of our custom
KPIs. Figure 1 shows our measurement setup. The controller
runs on a Linux PC that is connected to UR5 over Ethernet. It
uses TCP/IP protocol stack for communication and a 125 Hz
controlling frequency. Furthermore, velocity control is applied
which means that we send per joint velocity commands
(speedj) to the robot arm every 8 ms, including rotation speed
information of the 6 servo motors. Network delay that models
latency aspect of URLLC link is inserted in the control loop,
i.e., between the controller and UR5 robot arm, by the Traffic
Control tool of Linux. We use fix delay to analyze the behavior
of the system on the upper limit of the possible network delay.
Note that jitter can be transformed to fix delay with a jitter-
buffer.
Our controller implements trajectory generation, trajectory
execution and communication modules, see Figure 1. Tra-
jectory generator accepts moveTo commands. The parameters
of a command specify the goal position and orientation in
Cartesian space, target execution start time and axi u
allowed joint velocity and acceleration. First, using inverse
kinematics, the goal position and orientation are transformed
into joint space. Then, a feasible path is determined from
the current position of the robot to the goal position using
tangent bug algorithm. Obstacles can be specified in joint
space. Finally, the feasible path is sampled and cubic-spline
interpolation is applied considering the specified maximum
Network delay Avg. response time Stand. Dev.
0 ms 14.66 ms 1.84 ms
1 ms 14.99 ms 2.00 ms
2 ms 15.60 ms 2.50 ms
4 ms 20.61 ms 1.91 ms
8 ms 22.46 ms 1.66 ms
16 ms 30.51 ms 1.70 ms
32 ms 46.62 ms 1.81 ms
64 ms 78.50 ms 1.83 ms
TABLE I
AVERAGE AND STANDARD DEVIATION OF RESPONSE TIME FOR DIFFERENT
NETWORK DELAYS
joint velocity and acceleration. The trajectory generator also
supports smooth on-the-fly trajectory modification.
Trajectory executor receives trajectories. A trajectory is
described by 6 splines, each spline describes individual joint
position evolution in time. For each joint, a feed-forward ve-
locity control is running with predefined update time for which
default value is 8 ms. The position error is calculated from the
target position coming from the spline and the current position
extracted from the robot feedback. The baseline velocity is
obtained from the spline by derivation and modified through
a PID controller based on position error. We have tuned
the parameters of the PID controller for zero network delay
and we kept this setting unchanged during the investigations.
The update timers of the robot and the trajectory executor
are unsynchronized. This unsynchronized operation further
increases the average response time with 4 ms and the standard
deviation (i.e. jitter) with ∼ 2.3 ms. Consequently, the average
dead delay of the control loop of trajectory executor is about
18 ms and the jitter is about 3 ms. Trajectory executor also
records the realized trajectory. After execution, it compares
the planned and the realized trajectories and calculates KPIs.
The communication module sends the joint velocity com-
mands to the robot. Commands are sent in clear text format,
and each command message contains joint velocity values for
all of the 6 joints. A velocity command message is valid until
a new message received or an optionally specified timeout
expired. The status feedback is encoded in binary format and
has a size of about 1 Kbyte.
IV. MEASUREMENT SCENARIOS
A. Response time
We started with the investigation of the response time
(i.e, dead delay) of the robot. We sent a (non-zero) velocity
command to standstill robot and inspected the received status
messages sent by the robot. The response time is the time
elapsed from the command transmission to the first received
status message reporting joint movements. Table I shows the
mean value and the standard deviation of response times for
different network delays. Without network delay, the average
response time is 14.66 ms and the standard deviation is
1.84 ms. The robot checks the incoming commands peri-
odically with 8 ms period and also sends status messages
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next control possibility is to command (receive) the velocity
(state) of the individual joints at sampling frequency of 125 Hz
and this interface is accessible externally (low level control
API). The robot supports ProfiNet RT, ModBus and TCP/IP
communication protocols.
B. Software components
We have developed a robot arm controller from scratch
based on the low level control API of the UR5. The main
reason to do so is to facilitate the integration of our custom
KPIs. Figure 1 shows our measurement setup. The controller
runs on a Linux PC that is connected to UR5 over Ethernet. It
uses TCP/IP protocol stack for communication and a 125 Hz
controlling frequency. Furthermore, velocity control is applied
which means that we send per joint velocity commands
(speedj) to the robot arm every 8 ms, including rotation speed
information of the 6 servo motors. Network delay that models
latency aspect of URLLC link is inserted in the control loop,
i.e., between the controller and UR5 robot arm, by the Traffic
Control tool of Linux. We use fix delay to analyze the behavior
of the system on the upper limit of the possible network delay.
Note that jitter can be transformed to fix delay with a jitter-
buffer.
Our controller implements trajectory generation, trajectory
execution and communication modules, see Figure 1. Tra-
jectory generator accepts moveTo commands. The parameters
of a command specify the goal position and orientation in
Cartesian space, target execution start time and maximum
allowed joint velocity and acceleration. First, using inverse
kinematics, the goal position and orientation are transformed
into joint space. Then, a feasible path is determined from
the current position of the robot to the goal position using
tangent bug algorithm. Obstacles can be specified in joint
space. Finally, the feasible path is sampled and cubic-spline
interpolation is applied considering the specified maximum
Network delay Avg. response time Stand. Dev.
0 ms 14.66 ms 1.84 ms
1 ms 14.99 ms 2.00 ms
2 ms 15.60 ms 2.50 ms
4 ms 20.61 ms 1.91 ms
8 ms 22.46 ms 1.66 ms
16 ms 30.51 ms 1.70 ms
32 ms 46.62 ms 1.81 m
64 ms 78.50 ms 1.83 ms
TABLE I
AVERAGE AND STANDARD DEVIATION OF RESPONSE TIME FOR DIFFERENT
NETWORK DELAYS
joint velocity and acceleration. The trajectory generator also
supports smooth n-the-fly trajectory modification.
Trajectory executor receives trajectories. A trajectory is
described by 6 splines, each spline describes individual joint
position evolution in time. For each joint, a feed-forward ve-
locity control is running with predefined update time for which
default value is 8 ms. The position error is calculated from the
target position coming from the spline and the current position
extracted from the robot feedback. The baseline velocity is
obtained from the spline by derivation and modified through
a PID controller based on position error. We have tuned
the parameters of the PID controller for zero network delay
and we kept this setting unchanged during the investigations.
The update timers of the robot and the trajectory executor
are unsynchronized. This unsynchronized operation further
increases the average response time with 4 ms and the standard
deviation (i.e. jitter) with ∼ 2.3 ms. Consequently, the average
dead delay of the control loop of trajectory executor is about
18 ms and the jitter is about 3 ms. Trajectory executor also
records the realized trajectory. After execution, it compares
the planned and the realized trajectories and calculates KPIs.
The communication module sends the joint velocity com-
mands to the robot. Commands are sent in clear text format,
and each command message contains joint velocity values for
all of the 6 joints. A velocity command message is valid until
a new message received or an optionally specified timeout
expired. The status feedback is encoded in binary format and
has a size of about 1 Kbyte.
IV. MEASUREMENT SCENARIOS
A. Response time
We started with the investigation of the response time
(i.e, dead delay) of the robot. We sent a (non-zero) velocity
command to standstill robot and inspected the received status
messages sent by the robot. The response time is the time
elapsed from the command transmission to the first received
status message reporting joint movements. Table I shows the
mean value and the standard deviation of response times for
different network delays. Without network delay, the average
response time is 14.66 ms and the standard deviation is
1.84 ms. The robot checks the incoming commands peri-
odically with 8 ms period and also sends status messages
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next control possibility is to command (receive) the velocity
(state) of the individual joints at sampling frequency of 125 Hz
and this interface is accessible externally (low level control
API). The robot supports ProfiNet RT, ModBus and TCP/IP
communication protocols.
B. Software components
We have developed a robot arm controller from scratch
based on the low level control API of the UR5. The main
reason to do so is to facilitate the integration of our custom
KPIs. Figure 1 shows our measurement setup. The controller
runs on a Linux PC that is connected to UR5 over Ethernet. It
uses TCP/IP protocol stack for communication and a 125 Hz
controlling frequency. Furthermore, velocity control is applied
which means that we send per joint velocity commands
(speedj) to the robot arm every 8 ms, including rotation speed
information of the 6 servo motors. Network delay that models
latency aspect of URLLC link is inserted in the control loop,
i.e., between the controller and UR5 robot arm, by the Traffic
Control tool of Linux. We use fix delay to analyze the behavior
of the system on the upper limit of the possible network delay.
Note that jitter can be transformed to fix delay with a jitter-
buffer.
Our controller implements trajectory generation, trajectory
execution and communication modules, see Figure 1. Tra-
jectory generator accepts moveTo commands. The parameters
of a command specify the goal position and orientation in
Cartesian space, target execution start time and maximum
allowed joint velocity and acceleration. First, using inverse
kinematics, the goal position and orientation are transformed
into joint space. Then, a feasible path is determined from
the current position of the robot to the goal position using
tangent bug algorithm. Obstacles can be specified in joint
space. Finally, the feasible path is sampled and cubic-spline
interpolation is applied considering the specified maximum
Network delay Avg. response time Sta d. Dev.
0 ms 14.66 ms 1.84 ms
1 s 14.99 ms 2.00 ms
2 ms 15.60 ms 2.50 ms
4 ms 20.61 ms 1.91 ms
8 ms 22.46 ms 1.66 ms
16 ms 30.51 ms 1.70 ms
32 ms 46.62 ms 1.81 ms
64 ms 78.50 ms 1.83 ms
TABLE I
AVERAGE AND STANDARD DEVIATION OF RESPONSE TIME FOR DIFFERENT
NETWORK DELAYS
joint velocity and acceleration. The trajectory generator also
supports smooth on-the-fly trajectory modification.
Trajectory executor receives trajectories. A trajectory is
described by 6 splines, each pline describes individual joint
position evolution in time. For each joint, a feed-f rward ve-
l city contr l is running with predefin d update time for which
default valu is 8 ms. The position error is calculated from th
target position coming from the spline a d the current position
extracted from the obot feedback. The baseline vel city is
obt ined from the spline by deriv and modifi d through
a PID con roller based on p siti er or. We have tuned
the parameters of the PID controller for zero network dela
and we kept this set ing unchanged during the investigations.
The update timers of the robot nd the trajec ory executor
are unsynchron zed. This unsynchronized operation further
increases the average response time with 4 ms and the standard
deviation (i.e. jitter) with ∼ 2.3 ms. Consequently, the average
ead delay of the control loop of trajectory executor is about
18 ms and the jitter is about 3 ms. Trajectory executor also
records the realized trajectory. After execution, it compares
the planned and the realized trajectories and calc lates KPIs.
The communication module sends the joint velocity com-
mands to the robot. Commands are sent in clear text format,
and each command message contains joint velocity values for
all of the 6 joints. A velocity command message is valid until
a new message received or an optionally specified timeout
expired. The status feedback is encoded in binary format and
has a size of about 1 Kbyte.
IV. MEASUREMENT SCENARIOS
A. Response time
We started with the investigation of the response time
(i.e, dead delay) of the robot. We sent a (non-zero) velocity
command to standstill robot and inspected the received status
messages sent by the robot. The response time is the time
elapsed from the command transmission to the first received
status message reporting joint movements. Table I shows the
mean value and the standard deviation of response times for
different network delays. Without network delay, the average
response time is 14.66 ms and the standard deviation is
1.84 ms. The robot checks the incoming commands peri-
odically with 8 ms period and also sends status messages
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next control possibility is to command (receive) the velocity
(state) of the individual joints at sampling frequency of 125 Hz
and this interface is accessible externally (low lev l control
API). The robot supports ProfiNet RT, ModBus and TCP/IP
communication protocols.
B. Software components
We have developed a robot arm controller from scratch
based on the low level control API of the UR5. The main
reason to do so is to facilitate the integration o ur custom
KPIs. Figure 1 shows our measurement setup. The controller
un on a Linux PC that is co nected o UR5 over Ethernet. It
uses TCP/IP protocol stack for communication and a 125 Hz
co tr lling frequency. Furthermore, velocity c ntrol is applied
which means that we send per joint vel city commands
(speedj) to th rob t arm ev y 8 ms, including rotat on s e
information of t e 6 servo motors. Network dela that model
latency aspect of URLLC link is in erted in the control loop,
.e., between the controller and UR5 rob t arm, by the Traffic
Control tool of Linux. We use fix delay to analyze the behavior
of the syst m on the upper limit of the possible network delay.
N te that jitter can be tran formed t fix de ay with a jitter-
buffer.
Our controller impleme ts traj ctory gen r tion, trajec ory
execution and communication modules, see Figure 1. Tra-
jectory generato accepts moveTo ommands. The par meters
of a c mmand pecify the goal position and orientation in
Cartesian sp ce, target executi n start time and maximum
allowed joint velocity and acceleration. First, using inverse
kinematics, the go l position and orienta on are transformed
int joint space. Then, a feasible path is determined from
the current positi n of the robot to the goal position using
tangent bug algorit m. Obst cles can be sp cified in joint
space. Fi ally, the feasibl path is sampled and cubic-spl e
interpolation is applied considering the specified maximum
Network delay Avg. response time Stand. Dev.
0 ms 14.66 ms 1.84 ms
1 ms 14.99 ms 2.00 ms
2 ms 15.60 ms 2.50 ms
4 ms 20.61 ms 1.91 ms
8 ms 22.46 ms 1.66 ms
16 ms 30.51 ms 1.70 ms
32 ms 46.62 ms 1.81 ms
64 ms 78.50 ms 1.83 ms
TABLE I
AVERAGE AND STANDARD DEVIATION OF RESPONSE TIME FOR DIFFERENT
NETWORK DELAYS
joint velocity and acceleration. The trajectory generator also
supports smooth on-the-fly trajectory modification.
Traj ctory executor receives trajectories. A trajectory is
described by 6 splines, each spline describes individual joint
position evolution in tim . For each joint, a feed-forward ve-
locity control is run ing wit predefined update time for which
default value is 8 ms. Th position err r is calculated from the
target p sition comi g from the spline and the current posit on
extrac ed from the robot feedback. The baseline velocity is
obtained from the spline by d rivation and modified through
a PID controller based on position error. We have tuned
the parameters of the PID controller for zero network delay
nd we kept this setting unchanged during the investiga ions.
The updat timers of the robot and the trajectory executor
re unsynchronized. This unsynchronized operation further
increases he average response time with 4 ms and the standard
deviation (i.e. jitter) wit ∼ 2.3 ms. Cons quently, the average
dead d lay of the control loop of trajectory executor is about
18 ms and he jitter is about 3 ms. Traj ctory executor also
records the realized trajectory. After execution, it compares
the plan ed and th realized trajectories and calculates KPIs.
The communication module sends the joint velo ity co -
mands to the robot. Commands are sent i clear text format,
and each co mand message contain joint velocity values for
all of the 6 joints. A velocity command message is valid until
new message received or an optionally spe fied timeout
expired. The status feedback is encoded in binary format and
has a size of about 1 Kbyte.
IV. MEASUREMENT SCENARIOS
A. Response time
W tarted with the investig tion of th response time
(i.e, dead delay) of th robot. We s n a (non-ze o) velocity
comman o standstill rob t and insp cted the ce ved stat s
m ssages s nt by the robot. The response time is th time
elapsed from he command transmission to he first received
status mes age reporting j int movement . Tabl I shows
mean value and the standard deviation of response imes for
different network delays. Without network d lay, th averag
response time is 14.66 ms and he standard d viation is
1.84 ms. The robot checks the ncoming comm nds peri-
odically w th 8 ms period a d a so sends status message
with 8 ms peri d. Not tha the standard deviation of a
continuous random variable uniformly distributed over [0, 8) is
2.3. The measurements show that the internal robot operation
contributes to the jitter of control-loop about 2 ms. Table
also shows that the network delay additionally increases the
average response time and does not significantly modify the
standard deviation. This means that the quick reaction on
external events needs low network delay. For example, assume
that the robot moves with 1 m/sec, then e.g., 10 ms additional
network delay can end in up to 1 cm additional difference.
B. Precision of trajectory execution
We evaluated three main KPIs for each trajectory to measure
execution quality. Two of them measure execution precision
and the third one measures the execution time. Let p(t) and
r(t) denote the position functions of the planned and the
realized trajectories, respectively. Positions can be defined in
Cartesian space or in joint space. In Cartesian space, the
3D coordinates (i.e. x, y and z) and the orientation of the
tool center point are considered. In joint space, for example,
r(0) = {r1(0), r2(0), . . . , r6(0)} denotes the start position,
where ri(t) denotes the position of i-th joint at t. Denote
Tp and Tr the durations of the planned and the realized
trajectories, respectively. During Tp < t ≤ Tr, the goal
position refinement is being executed by the controller. The
execution is finished when the predefined goal position ac-
curacy has been achieved or predefined refinement time limit
reached. In measurements, 10 sec maximum refinement time
was configured. We introduce the following KPIs:








, t ∈ [0, Tr].
The Γ(t) is the minimal distance between the robot
position at time t and the corresponding segment of the
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, t ∈ [0, Tr],
where Or(t) and Op(t) are unit quaternions [15] repre-
senting the realized and the planed orientations of the tool
center point, respectively.
• Temporal deviation from the planned trajectory.
∆(t) = arg min
τ∈[−1,1]
∥




, t ∈ [0, Tp].
The ∆(t) is the time difference between minimal distance
point pair at time t.
• Refinement time. Υ = Tr − Tp is the extra time needed
to approach the goal position in the predefined spatial
accuracy.
The spatial and temporal deviations describe the distance
between the realized and the planed trajectory. The spatial
deviation measures the distance in Cartesian space or in joint
space. By temporal accuracy, we refer to the timing accuracy
of trajectory execution. The temporal deviation measures how
accurately the planed trajectory is followed in time. For
example, assume that the robot arm exactly moves along the
planned path. In this case the spatial deviation is zero. Now
assume that the robot arm moves on this path with 100 ms
delay, i.e. r(t) = p(t−0.1). In this case the temporal deviation
is −100 ms.
V. EVALUATION OF THE MEASUREMENTS
During the measurements we have executed trajectories to
randomly generated goal positions and orientations. The same
trajectories were executed with varying parameter settings.
We used different maximum allowed join speeds (from 22.5
to 112.5 deg/sec), goal accuracy in joint space (from 0.1 to
0.001 deg), controller update times (8, 16 and 24 ms) and a
wide range of network delays (RTT: 0, 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32
and 64 ms). The high delay values, i.e. 32 and 64 ms, are
included to see extreme cases as well. Figure 2 and Figure 3
highlight measurement results.
A. Affecting the temporal deviation
Figure 2(a) and Figure 2(b) show the average and the range
of temporal deviation from planned trajectories for different
network delays as a function of maximum allowed joint speed
and using 8 ms update time and 0.1 deg accuracy. The average
of temporal deviation hardly depends on the network delay, its
absolute value is about 12-18 ms and the negative sign means
that the robot is a little behind time in average. Note that this
is approximately the dead delay of the control loop for non-
delayed (i.e. RTT: 0 ms) case.
The range of temporal deviation is more sensitive to network
delay. For each network delay we can observe a speed limit,
e.g. for 16 ms delay it is about 45 deg/sec. If the speed is
below this limit, the curve is close to the non-delayed curve.
However above the limit, the range of temporal deviation
curve goes above the non-delayed curve. Increased range value
means that the robot is sometimes ahead of time and sometime
behind time to the planed trajectory. It is also interesting that
in low speed cases (e.g. 22.5 deg/sec) the range of temporal
deviation is high (∼ 150 ms) and hardly depends on the
network delay. This can mean that in case of slow motion
the high temporal deviation is probably caused by internal
operation of the robot and the controller and not by the
network delay. Summarizing, low network delay is required
for use-cases where high temporal accuracy is crucial at high
robot movement speed. For example, to avoid collision of more
robot arms working close to each other.
B. Affecting the spatial deviation
Figure 2(c) and Figure 2(d) show the average of spatial
deviation from planned trajectory for different network delays
as a function of maximum allowed joint speed and using
8 ms update time and 0.1 deg accuracy. In Figure 2(c), the
measures are evaluated in joint space, in Figure 2(d) the
measures are evaluated in Cartesian space. For higher speed,
the same network delay causes higher degradation, as we
expected. For network delays of 32 and 64 ms, the difference
is significant. For lower network delays, the difference is
relatively small. This can mean that from a certain network
continuous rando variable uniformly distribut d ver [0, 8) i
2.3. The easu ments show that t e int rnal robot opera ion
contribut s to the jitt r f control-loop about 2 m . Tabl
also sh ws that the ne work delay additionally incr ases th
average response time and does not significantly modify th
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external ev nts needs low network d lay. For example, assume
at the robot moves with 1 m/sec, then .g., 10 ms additional
network delay can end in up to 1 cm d itio al differen e.
B. Precision of trajectory execution
We evaluated three main KPIs for each trajectory to measure
execution quality. Two of them measure execution precision
and the third one measures the execution time. Let p(t) and
r(t) denote the position functions of the planned and the
realized trajectories, respectively. Positions can be defined in
Cartesian space or in joint space. In Cartesian space, the
3D coordinates (i.e. x, y and z) and the orientation of the
tool center point are considered. In joint space, for example,
r(0) = { 1(0), r2(0), . . . , r6(0)} denotes the start position,
where ri(t) denotes the position of i-th joi t at t. Denote
Tp and Tr the urations of the planned and the realized
trajectories, respectively. During Tp < t ≤ Tr, t goal
position refinem nt is being executed by the controll r. The
execution is finished when the predefi ed goal position ac-
cur cy has been achieved or pr defined refinement time limit
reach d. In measurements, 10 sec maximum refinement tim
was configured. We introduce the following KPIs:
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where Or(t) and Op(t) are unit quaternions [15] repre-
senting the realized and the planed orientations of the tool
center point, respectively.
• Temporal deviation from the planned trajectory.
∆(t) = arg min
τ∈[−1,1]
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, t ∈ [0, Tp].
The ∆(t) is the time difference between minimal distance
point pair at time t.
• Refinement time. Υ = Tr − Tp is the extra time needed
to approach the goal position in the predefined spatial
accuracy.
The spatial and temporal deviations describe the distance
between the realized and the planed trajectory. The spatial
deviation measures the distance in Cartesian space or in joint
space. By temporal accuracy, we refer to the timing accuracy
of trajectory execution. The temporal deviation measures how
accurately the planed trajectory is followed in time. For
example, assume that the robot arm exactly moves along the
planned path. In this case the spatial deviation is zero. Now
assume that the robot arm moves on this path with 100 ms
delay, i.e. r(t) = p(t−0.1). In this case the temporal deviation
is −100 ms.
V. EVALUATION OF THE MEASUREMENTS
During the measurements we have executed trajectories to
randomly generated goal positions and orientations. The same
trajectories were executed with varying parameter settings.
We used different maximum allowed join speeds (from 22.5
to 112.5 deg/sec), goal accuracy in joint space (from 0.1 to
0.001 deg), controller update times (8, 16 and 24 ms) and a
wide range of network delays (RTT: 0, 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32
and 64 ms). The high delay values, i.e. 32 and 64 ms, are
included to see extreme cases as well. Figure 2 and Figure 3
highlight measurement results.
A. Affecting the temporal deviation
Figure 2(a) and Figure 2(b) show the average and the range
of temporal deviation from planned trajectories for different
network delays as a function of maximum allowed joint speed
and using 8 ms update time and 0.1 deg accuracy. The average
of temporal deviation hardly depends on the network delay, its
absolute value is about 12-18 ms and the negative sign means
that the robot is a little behind time in average. Note that this
is approximately the dead delay of the control loop for non-
delayed (i.e. RTT: 0 ms) case.
The range of temporal deviation is more sensitive to network
delay. For each network delay we can observe a speed limit,
e.g. for 16 ms delay it is about 45 deg/sec. If the speed is
below this limit, the curve is close to the non-delayed curve.
However above the limit, the range of temporal deviation
curve goes above the non-delayed curve. Increased range value
means that the robot is sometimes ahead of time and sometime
behind time to the planed trajectory. It is also interesting that
in low speed cases (e.g. 22.5 deg/sec) the range of temporal
deviation is high (∼ 150 ms) and hardly depends on the
network delay. This can mean that in case of slow motion
the high temporal deviation is probably caused by internal
operation of the robot and the controller and not by the
network delay. Summarizing, low network delay is required
for use-cases where high temporal accuracy is crucial at high
robot movement speed. For example, to avoid collision of more
robot arms working close to each other.
B. Affecting the spatial deviation
Figure 2(c) and Figure 2(d) show the average of spatial
deviation from planned trajectory for different network delays
as a function of maximum allowed joint speed and using
8 ms update time and 0.1 deg accuracy. In Figure 2(c), the
measures are evaluated in joint space, in Figure 2(d) the
measures are evaluated in Cartesian space. For higher speed,
the same network delay causes higher degradation, as we
expected. For network delays of 32 and 64 ms, the difference
is significant. For lower network delays, the difference is
relatively small. This can mean that from a certain network
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continuous random variable uniformly distributed over [0, 8) is
2.3. The measurements show that the internal robot operation
contributes to the jitter of control-loop about 2 ms. Table
also shows that the network delay additionally increases the
average response time and does not significantly modify the
standard deviation. This means that the quick reaction on
external events needs low network delay. For example, assume
that the robot moves with 1 m/sec, then e.g., 10 ms additional
network delay can end in up to 1 cm additional difference.
B. Precision of trajectory execution
We evaluated three main KPIs for each trajectory to measure
execution quality. Two of them measure execution precision
and the third one measures the execution time. Let p(t) and
r(t) denote the position functions of the planned and the
realized trajectories, respectively. Positions can be defined in
Cartesian space or in joint space. In Cartesian space, the
3D coordinates (i.e. x, y and z) and the orientation of the
tool center point are considered. In joint space, for example,
r(0) = {r1(0), r2(0), . . . , r6(0)} denotes the start position,
where ri(t) denotes the position of i-th joint at t. Denote
Tp and Tr the durations of the planned and the realized
trajectories, respectively. During Tp < t ≤ Tr, the goal
position refinement is being executed by the controller. The
execution is finished when the predefined goal position ac-
curacy has been achieved or predefined refinement time limit
reached. In measurements, 10 sec maximum refinement time
was configured. We introduce the following KPIs:
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The Γ(t) is the minimal distance between the robot
position at time t and the corresponding segment of the
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, t ∈ [0, Tr],
where Or(t) and Op(t) are unit quaternions [15] repre-
senting the realized and the planed orientations of the tool
center point, respectively.
• Temporal deviation from the planned trajectory.
∆(t) = arg min
τ∈[−1,1]
∥




, t ∈ [0, Tp].
The ∆(t) is the time difference between minimal distance
point pair at time t.
• Refinement time. Υ = Tr − Tp is the extra time needed
to approach the goal position in the predefined spatial
accuracy.
The spatial and temporal deviations describe the distance
between the realized and the planed trajectory. The spatial
deviation measures the distance in Cartesian space or in joint
space. By temporal accuracy, we refer to the timing accuracy
of trajectory execution. The temporal deviation measures how
accurately the planed trajectory is followed in time. For
example, assume that the robot arm exactly moves along the
planned path. In this case the spatial deviation is zero. Now
assume that the robot arm moves on this path with 100 ms
delay, i.e. r(t) = p(t−0.1). In this case the temporal deviation
is −100 ms.
V. EVALUATION OF THE MEASUREMENTS
During the easurements we have executed trajectories to
randomly generated goal positions and orientations. The same
trajectories were executed with varying parameter settings.
We used different maximum allowed join speeds (from 22.5
to 112.5 deg/sec), goal accuracy in joint space (from 0.1 to
0.001 deg), controller update times (8, 16 and 24 ms) and a
wide range of network delays (RTT: 0, 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32
and 64 ms). The high delay values, i.e. 32 and 64 ms, are
included to see extreme cases as well. Figure 2 and Figure 3
highlight measurement results.
A. Affecting the temporal deviation
Figure 2(a) and Figure 2(b) show the average and the range
of temporal deviation from planned trajectories for different
network delays as a function of maximum allowed joint speed
and using 8 ms update time and 0.1 deg accuracy. The average
of temporal deviation hardly depends on the network delay, its
absolute value is about 12-18 ms and the negative sign means
that the robot is a little behind time in average. Note that this
is approximately the dead delay of the control loop for non-
delayed (i.e. RTT: 0 ms) case.
The range of temporal deviation is more sensitive to network
delay. For each network delay we can observe a speed limit,
e.g. for 16 ms delay it is about 45 deg/sec. If the speed is
below this limit, the curve is close to the non-delayed curve.
However above the limit, the range of temporal deviation
curve goes above the non-delayed curve. Increased range value
means that the robot is sometimes ahead of time and sometime
behind time to the planed trajectory. It is also interesting that
in low speed cases (e.g. 22.5 deg/sec) the range of temporal
deviation is high (∼ 150 ms) and hardly depends on the
network delay. This can mean that in case of slow motion
the high temporal deviation is probably caused by internal
operation of the robot and the controller and not by the
network delay. Summarizing, low network delay is required
for use-cases where high temporal accuracy is crucial at high
robot movement speed. For example, to avoid collision of more
robot arms working close to each other.
B. Affecting the spatial deviation
Figure 2(c) and Figure 2(d) show the average of spatial
deviation from planned trajectory for different network delays
as a function of maximum allowed joint speed and using
8 ms update time and 0.1 deg accuracy. In Figure 2(c), the
measures are evaluated in joint space, in Figure 2(d) the
measures are evaluated in Cartesian space. For higher speed,
the same network delay causes higher degradation, as we
expected. For network delays of 32 and 64 ms, the difference
is significant. For lower network delays, the difference is
relatively small. This can mean that from a certain network
continuous random variable uniformly distributed over [0, 8) is
2.3. The measurements show that the internal robot operation
contributes to the jitter of control-loop about 2 ms. Table
also shows that the network delay additionally increases the
average response time and does not significantly modify the
standard deviation. This means that the quick reaction on
external events needs low network delay. For example, assume
that the robot moves with 1 m/sec, then e.g., 10 ms additional
network delay can end in up to 1 cm additional difference.
B. Precision of trajectory execution
We evaluated three main KPIs for each trajectory to measure
execution quality. Two of them measure execution precision
and the third one measures the execution time. Let p(t) and
r(t) denote the position functions of the planned and the
realized trajectories, respectively. Positions can be defined in
Cartesian space or in joint space. In Cartesian space, the
3D coordinates (i.e. x, y and z) and the orientation of the
tool center point are considered. In joint space, for example,
r(0) = {r1(0), r2(0), . . . , r6(0)} denotes the start position,
where ri(t) denotes the position of i-th joint at t. Denote
Tp and Tr the durations of the planned and the realized
trajectories, respectively. During Tp < t ≤ Tr, the goal
position refinement is being executed by the controller. The
execution is finished when the predefined goal position ac-
curacy has been achieved or predefined refinement time limit
reached. In measurements, 10 sec maximum refinement time
was configured. We introduce the following KPIs:
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to approach the goal position in the predefined spatial
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The spatial and temporal deviations describe the distance
between the realized and the planed trajectory. The spatial
deviation measures the distance in Cartesian space or in joint
space. By temporal accuracy, we refer to the timing accuracy
of trajectory execution. The temporal deviation measures how
accurately the planed trajectory is followed in time. For
example, assume that the robot arm exactly moves along the
planned path. In this case the spatial deviation is zero. Now
assume that the robot arm moves on this path with 100 ms
delay, i.e. r(t) = p(t−0.1). In this case the temporal deviation
is −100 ms.
V. EVALUATION OF THE MEASUREMENTS
During the measurements we have executed trajectories to
randomly generated goal positions and orientations. The same
trajectories were executed with varying parameter settings.
We used different maximum allowed join speeds (from 22.5
to 112.5 deg/sec), goal accuracy in joint space (from 0.1 to
0.001 deg), controller update times (8, 16 and 24 ms) and a
wide range of network delays (RTT: 0, 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32
and 64 ms). The high delay values, i.e. 32 and 64 ms, are
included to see extreme cases as well. Figure 2 and Figure 3
highlight measurement results.
A. Affecting the temporal deviation
Figure 2(a) and Figure 2(b) show the average and the range
of temporal deviation from planned trajectories for different
network delays as a function of maximum allowed joint speed
and using 8 ms update time and 0.1 deg accuracy. The average
of temporal deviation hardly depends on the network delay, its
absolute value is about 12-18 ms and the negative sign means
that the robot is a little behind time in average. Note that this
is approximately the dead delay of the control loop for non-
delayed (i.e. RTT: 0 ms) case.
The range of temporal deviation is more sensitive to network
delay. For each network delay we can observe a speed limit,
e.g. for 16 ms delay it is about 45 deg/sec. If the speed is
below this limit, the curve is close to the non-delayed curve.
However above the limit, the range of temporal deviation
curve goes above the non-delayed curve. Increased range value
means that the robot is sometimes ahead of time and sometime
behind time to the planed trajectory. It is also interesting that
in low speed cases (e.g. 22.5 deg/sec) the range of temporal
deviation is high (∼ 150 ms) and hardly depends on the
network delay. This can mean that in case of slow motion
the high temporal deviation is probably caused by internal
operation of the robot and the controller and not by the
network delay. Summarizing, low network delay is required
for use-cases where high temporal accuracy is crucial at high
robot movement speed. For example, to avoid collision of more
robot arms working close to each other.
B. Affecting the spatial deviation
Figure 2(c) and Figure 2(d) show the average of spatial
deviation from planned trajectory for different network delays
as a function of maximum allowed joint speed and using
8 ms update time and 0.1 deg accuracy. In Figure 2(c), the
measures are evaluated in joint space, in Figure 2(d) the
measures are evaluated in Cartesian space. For higher speed,
the same network delay causes higher degradation, as we
expected. For network delays of 32 and 64 ms, the difference
is significant. For lower network delays, the difference is
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next control possibility is to command (receive) the velocity
(state) of the individual joints at sampling frequency of 125 Hz
and this interface is accessible externally (low level control
API). The robot supports ProfiNet RT, ModBus and TCP/IP
communication protocols.
B. Software components
We have developed a robot arm controller from scratch
based on the low level control API of the UR5. The main
reason to do so is to facilitate the integration of our custom
KPIs. Figure 1 shows our measurement setup. The controller
runs on a Linux PC that is connected to UR5 over Ethernet. It
uses TCP/IP protocol stack for communication and a 125 Hz
controlling frequency. Furthermore, velocity control is applied
which means that we send per joint velocity commands
(speedj) to the robot arm every 8 ms, including rotation speed
information of the 6 servo motors. Network delay that models
latency aspect of URLLC link is inserted in the control loop,
i.e., between the controller and UR5 robot arm, by the Traffic
Control tool of Linux. We use fix delay to analyze the behavior
of the system on the upper limit of the possible network delay.
Note that jitter can be transformed to fix delay with a jitter-
buffer.
Our controller implements trajectory generation, trajectory
execution and communication modules, see Figure 1. Tra-
jectory generator accepts moveTo commands. The parameters
of a command specify the goal position and orientation in
Cartesian space, target execution start time and maximum
allowed joint velocity and acceleration. First, using inverse
kinematics, the goal position and orientation are transformed
into joint space. Then, a feasible path is determined from
the current position of the robot to the goal position using
tangent bug algorithm. Obstacles can be specified in joint
space. Finally, the feasible path is sampled and cubic-spline
interpolation is applied considering the specified maximum
Network delay Avg. response time Stand. Dev.
0 ms 14.66 ms 1.84 ms
1 ms 14.99 ms 2.00 ms
2 ms 15.60 ms 2.50 ms
4 ms 20.61 ms 1.91 ms
8 ms 22.46 ms 1.66 ms
16 ms 30.51 ms 1.70 ms
32 ms 46.62 ms 1.81 ms
64 ms 78.50 ms 1.83 ms
TABLE I
AVERAGE AND STANDARD DEVIATION OF RESPONSE TIME FOR DIFFERENT
NETWORK DELAYS
joint velocity and acceleration. The trajectory generator also
supports smooth on-the-fly trajectory modification.
Trajectory executor receives trajectories. A trajectory is
described by 6 splines, each spline describes individual joint
position evolution in time. For each joint, a feed-forward ve-
locity control is running with predefined update time for which
default value is 8 ms. The position error is calculated from the
target position coming from the spline and the current position
extracted from the robot feedback. The baseline velocity is
obtained from the spline by derivation and modified through
a PID controller based on position error. We have tuned
the parameters of the PID controller for zero network delay
and we kept this setting unchanged during the investigations.
The update timers of the robot and the trajectory executor
are unsynchronized. This unsynchronized operation further
increases the average response time with 4 ms and the standard
deviation (i.e. jitter) with ∼ 2.3 ms. Consequently, the average
dead delay of the control loop of trajectory executor is about
18 ms and the jitter is about 3 ms. Trajectory executor also
records the realized trajectory. After execution, it compares
the planned and the realized trajectories and calculates KPIs.
The communication module sends the joint velocity com-
mands to the robot. Commands are sent in clear text format,
and each command message contains joint velocity values for
all of the 6 joints. A velocity command message is valid until
a new message received or an optionally specified timeout
expired. The status feedback is encoded in binary format and
has a size of about 1 Kbyte.
IV. MEASUREMENT SCENARIOS
A. Response time
We started with the investigation of the response time
(i.e, dead delay) of the robot. We sent a (non-zero) velocity
command to standstill robot and inspected the received status
messages sent by the robot. The response time is the time
elapsed from the command transmission to the first received
status message reporting joint movements. Table I shows the
mean value and the standard deviation of response times for
different network delays. Without network delay, the average
response time is 14.66 ms and the standard deviation is
1.84 ms. The robot checks the incoming commands peri-
odically with 8 ms period and also sends status messages
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next control possibility is to command (receive) the velocity
(state) of the individual joints at sampling frequency of 125 Hz
and this interface is accessible externally (low level control
API). The robot supports ProfiNet RT, ModBus and TCP/IP
communication protocols.
B. Software components
We have developed a robot arm controller from scratch
based on the low level control API of the UR5. The main
reason to do so is to facilitate the integration of our custom
KPIs. Figure 1 shows our measurement setup. The controller
runs on a Linux PC that is connected to UR5 over Ethernet. It
uses TCP/IP protocol stack for communication and a 125 Hz
controlling frequency. Furthermore, velocity control is applied
which means that we send per joint velocity commands
(speedj) to the robot arm every 8 ms, including rotation speed
information of the 6 servo motors. Network delay that models
latency aspect of URLLC link is inserted in the control loop,
i.e., between the controller and UR5 robot arm, by the Traffic
Control tool of Linux. We use fix delay to analyze the behavior
of the system on the upper limit of the possible network delay.
Note that jitter can be transformed to fix delay with a jitter-
buffer.
Our controller implements trajectory generation, trajectory
execution and communication modules, see Figure 1. Tra-
jectory generator accepts moveTo commands. The parameters
of a command specify the goal position and orientation in
Cartesian space, target execution start time and maximum
allowed joint velocity and acceleration. First, using inverse
kinematics, the goal position and orientation are transformed
into joint space. Then, a feasible path is determined from
the current position of the robot to the goal position using
tangent bug algorithm. Obstacles can be specified in joint
space. Finally, the feasible path is sampled and cubic-spline
interpolation is applied considering the specified maximum
Network delay Avg. response time Stand. Dev.
0 ms 14.66 ms 1.84 ms
1 s 14.99 ms 2.00 ms
2 ms 15.60 ms 2.50 ms
4 ms 20.61 ms 1.91 ms
8 ms 22.46 ms 1.66 ms
16 ms 30.51 ms 1.70 ms
32 ms 46.62 ms 1.81 ms
64 ms 78.50 ms 1.83 ms
TABLE I
AVERAGE AND STANDARD DEVIATION OF RESPONSE TIME FOR DIFFERENT
NETWORK DELAYS
joint velocity and acceleration. The trajectory generator also
supports smooth on-the-fly trajectory modification.
Trajectory executor receives trajectories. A trajectory is
described by 6 splines, each spline describes individual joint
position evolution in time. For each joint, a feed-forward ve-
locity control is running with predefined update time for which
default value is 8 ms. The position error is calculated from the
target position coming from the spline and the current position
extracted from the robot feedback. The baseline velocity is
obtained from the spline by derivation and modified through
a PID controller based on position error. We have tuned
the parameters of the PID controller for zero network delay
and we kept this setting unchanged during the investigations.
The update timers of t robot and the trajectory executor
are unsynchronized. This unsync roniz d operation further
increases the average re p nse time with 4 ms an the standard
deviation (i.e. jitter) with ∼ 2.3 ms. Consequently, the average
dead delay of the co trol loop of trajectory executor is about
18 ms and the jitter is bout 3 ms. Trajectory executor als
records the realized traj ct ry. After execution, it compares
the planned and the realize trajectories a d calculates KPIs.
The communication module sends the joint velocity com-
mands to the robot. Commands are sent in clear text format,
and each command message contains joint velocity values for
all of the 6 joints. A velocity command message is valid until
a new message received or an optionally specified timeout
expired. The status feedback is encoded in binary format and
has a size of about 1 Kbyte.
IV. MEASUREMENT SCENARIOS
A. Response time
We started with th investigation of the response time
(i.e, dead delay) of the robot. We sent a (non-zero) velocity
command to standstill robot and inspected the received status
messages sent by the robot. The respons time is he time
elapsed from the command transmission to the first receive
status message reporting joint movements. Table I shows the
mean value and th stan ard deviation of response times for
different network delays. Without network elay, the average
response time is 14.66 ms and the standard deviation is
1.84 ms. The robot checks the incoming commands peri-
odically with 8 ms period and also sends status messages
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next control possibility is to command (receive) the velocity
(state) of the individual joints at sampling frequency of 125 Hz
and this interface is accessible externally (low level control
API). The robot supports ProfiNet RT, ModBus and TCP/IP
communication protocols.
B. Software components
We have developed a robot arm controller from scratch
based on the low level control API of the UR5. The main
reason to do so is to facilitate the integration of our custom
KPIs. Figure 1 shows our measurement setup. The controller
runs on a Linux PC that is co nected to UR5 over Ethernet. It
uses TCP/IP protocol stack for communication and a 125 Hz
controlling frequency. Furthermore, velocity control is applied
which means that we send per joint velocity commands
(speedj) to th rob t arm every 8 ms, including rotation speed
information of the 6 servo motors. Network delay that models
latency aspect of URLLC link is inserted in the control loop,
i.e., between the controller and UR5 robot arm, by the Traffic
Control tool of Linux. We use fix delay to analyze the behavior
of the system on the upper limit of the possible network delay.
Note that jitter can be transformed t fix delay with a jitter-
buffer.
Our controller implements trajectory generation, trajectory
execution and communication modules, see Figure 1. Tra-
jectory generator accepts moveTo commands. The parameters
of a command specify the goal position and orientation in
Cartesian space, target execution start time and maximum
allowed joint velocity and acceleration. First, using inverse
kinematics, the goal position and orientation are transformed
into joint space. Then, a feasible path is determined from
the current position of the robot to the goal position using
tangent bug algorithm. Obstacles can be specified in joint
space. Finally, the feasible path is sampled and cubic-spline
interpolation is applied considering the specified maximum
Network delay Avg. response time Stand. Dev.
0 ms 14.66 ms 1.84 ms
1 ms 14.99 ms 2.00 ms
2 ms 15.60 ms 2.50 ms
4 ms 20.61 ms 1.91 ms
8 ms 22.46 ms 1.66 ms
16 ms 30.51 ms 1.70 ms
32 ms 46.62 ms 1.81 ms
64 ms 78.50 ms 1.83 ms
TABLE I
AVERAGE AND STANDARD DEVIATION OF RESPONSE TIME FOR DIFFERENT
NETWORK DELAYS
joint velocity and acceleration. The trajectory generator also
supports smooth on-the-fly trajectory modification.
Trajectory executor receives trajectories. A trajectory is
described by 6 splines, each spline describes individual joint
position evolution in time. For each joint, a feed-forward ve-
locity control is running with predefined update time for which
default value is 8 ms. The position error is calculated from the
target position coming from the spline and the current position
extracted from the robot feedback. The baseline velocity is
obtained from the spline by derivation and modified through
a PID controller based on position error. We have tuned
the parameters of the PID controller for zero network delay
and we kept this setting unchanged during the investigations.
The update timers of the robot and the trajectory executor
are unsynchronized. This unsynchronized operation further
increases the average response time with 4 ms and the standard
deviation (i.e. jitter) with ∼ 2.3 ms. Consequently, the average
dead delay of the control loop of trajectory executor is about
18 ms and he jitter is about 3 ms. Trajectory executor also
records the realized trajectory. After execution, it compares
the planned and the realized trajectories and calculates KPIs.
The communication module sends the joint velocity co -
mands to the robot. Commands are sent in clear text format,
and each command message contains joint velocity values for
all of the 6 joints. A velocity command message is valid until
a new message received or an optionally specified timeout
expired. The status feedback is encoded in binary format and
has a size of about 1 Kbyte.
IV. MEASUREMENT SCENARIOS
A. Response time
We tarted with the investigation of the response time
(i.e, dead delay) of the robot. We s n a (non-ze o) velocity
comman to standstill robot and insp cted the rece ved status
messages sent by the robot. The response time is the time
elapsed from the command transmission to he first received
status message reporting joint movement . Table I shows
mean value and the standard deviation of response imes for
different network delays. Without network d lay, th average
response time is 14.66 ms and he standard d viation is
1.84 ms. The robot checks the ncoming comm nds peri-
odically with 8 ms period a d a so sends status messages
with 8 ms period. Note that the standard deviation of a
continuous random variable uniformly distributed over [0, 8) is
2.3. The measurements show that the internal robot operation
contributes to the jitter of control-loop about 2 ms. Table
also shows that the network delay additionally increases the
average response time and does not significantly modify the
standard deviation. This means that the quick reaction on
external events needs low network delay. For example, assume
that the robot moves with 1 m/sec, then e.g., 10 ms additional
network delay can end in up to 1 cm additional difference.
B. Precision of trajectory execution
We evaluated three main KPIs for each trajectory to measure
execution quality. Two of them measure execution precision
and the third one measures the execution time. Let p(t) and
r(t) denote the position functions of the planned and the
realized trajectories, respectively. Positions can be defined in
Cartesian space or in joint space. In Cartesian space, the
3D coordinates (i.e. x, y and z) and the orientation of the
tool center point are considered. In joint space, for example,
r(0) = {r1(0), r2(0), . . . , r6(0)} denotes the start position,
where ri(t) denotes the position of i-th joint at t. Denote
Tp and Tr the durations of the planned and the realized
trajectories, respectively. During Tp < t ≤ Tr, the goal
position refinement is being executed by the controller. The
execution is finished when the predefined goal position ac-
curacy has been achieved or predefined refinement time limit
reached. In measurements, 10 sec maximum refinement time
was configured. We introduce the following KPIs:
• Spatial deviation from the planned trajectory.
Γ(t) = min
τ∈[−1,1]
∥ r(t)− p(t+ τ) ∥
2
, t ∈ [0, Tr].
The Γ(t) is the minimal distance between the robot
position at time t and the corresponding segment of the





O−1r (t) ·Op(t+ τ)
]
, t ∈ [0, Tr],
where Or(t) and Op(t) are unit quaternions [15] repre-
senting the realized and the planed orientations of the tool
center point, respectively.
• Temporal deviation from the planned trajectory.
∆(t) = arg min
τ∈[−1,1]
∥ r(t)− p(t+ τ) ∥
2
, t ∈ [0, Tp].
The ∆(t) is the time difference between minimal distance
point pair at time t.
• Refinement time. Υ = Tr − Tp is the extra time needed
to approach the goal position in the predefined spatial
accuracy.
The spatial and temporal deviations describe the distance
between the realized and the planed trajectory. The spatial
deviation measures the distance in Cartesian space or in joint
space. By temporal accuracy, we refer to the timing accuracy
of trajectory execution. The temporal deviation measures how
accurately the planed trajectory is followed in time. For
example, assume that the robot arm exactly moves along the
planned path. In this case the spatial deviation is zero. Now
assume that the robot arm moves on this path with 100 ms
delay, i.e. r(t) = p(t−0.1). In this case the temporal deviation
is −100 ms.
V. EVALUATION OF THE MEASUREMENTS
During the measurements we have executed trajectories to
randomly generated goal positions and orientations. The same
trajectories were executed with varying parameter settings.
We used different maximum allowed join speeds (from 22.5
to 112.5 deg/sec), goal accuracy in joint space (from 0.1 to
0.001 deg), controller update times (8, 16 and 24 ms) and a
wide range of network delays (RTT: 0, 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32
and 64 ms). The high delay values, i.e. 32 and 64 ms, are
included to see extreme cases as well. Figure 2 and Figure 3
highlight measurement results.
A. Affecting the temporal deviation
Figure 2(a) and Figure 2(b) show the average and the range
of temporal deviation from planned trajectories for different
network delays as a function of maximum allowed joint speed
and using 8 ms update time and 0.1 deg accuracy. The average
of temporal deviation hardly depends on the network delay, its
absolute value is about 12-18 ms and the negative sign means
that the robot is a little behind time in average. Note that this
is approximately the dead delay of the control loop for non-
delayed (i.e. RTT: 0 ms) case.
The range of temporal deviation is more sensitive to network
delay. For each network delay we can observe a speed limit,
e.g. for 16 ms delay it is about 45 deg/sec. If the speed is
below this limit, the curve is close to the non-delayed curve.
However above the limit, the range of temporal deviation
curve goes above the non-delayed curve. Increased range value
means that the robot is sometimes ahead of time and sometime
behind time to the planed trajectory. It is also interesting that
in low speed cases (e.g. 22.5 deg/sec) the range of temporal
deviation is high (∼ 150 ms) and hardly depends on the
network delay. This can mean that in case of slow motion
the high temporal deviation is probably caused by internal
operation of the robot and the controller and not by the
network delay. Summarizing, low network delay is required
for use-cases where high temporal accuracy is crucial at high
robot movement speed. For example, to avoid collision of more
robot arms working close to each other.
B. Affecting the spatial deviation
Figure 2(c) and Figure 2(d) show the average of spatial
deviation from planned trajectory for different network delays
as a function of maximum allowed joint speed and using
8 ms update time and 0.1 deg accuracy. In Figure 2(c), the
measures are evaluated in joint space, in Figure 2(d) the
measures are evaluated in Cartesian space. For higher speed,
the same network delay causes higher degradation, as we
expected. For network delays of 32 and 64 ms, the difference
is significant. For lower network delays, the difference is
relatively small. This can mean that from a certain network
continuous rando v riable unifor ly distributed over [0, 8) is
2.3. The easure ents sho that the internal robot operation
contributes to the jitter of control-loop about 2 s. Table
also sho s that the net ork delay additionally increases the
average response ti e and does not significantly odify the
standard deviation. This eans that the quick reaction on
external events needs lo net ork delay. For exa ple, assu e
that the robot oves ith 1 /sec, then e.g., 10 s additional
net ork delay can end in up to 1 c additional difference.
B. Precision of trajectory execution
e evaluated three ain PIs for each trajectory to easure
execution quality. T o of th easure execution precision
and the third one e sures the xecution ti e. Let p(t) and
r(t) denote the position functions of the planned and the
realized trajectories, respectively. Positions can be defined in
Cartesian space or in joint space. In Cartesian space, the
3 coordinates (i.e. x, y and z) and the orientation of the
tool center point are considered. In joint space, for exa ple,
r(0) {r1(0), r2(0), . . . , r6(0)} denotes the start position,
here ri(t) denotes the position of i-th joint at t. enote
Tp and Tr the durations of the planned and the realized
trajectories, respectively. uring Tp t Tr, the goal
position refine ent is being executed by the controller. The
execution is finished hen the predefined goal position ac-
curacy has been achieved or predefined refine ent ti e li it
reached. In easure ents, 10 sec axi u refine ent ti e
as configured. e introduce the follo ing PIs:








, t ∈ [0, Tr].
The Γ(t) is the ini al distance bet een the robot
position at ti e t and the corresponding seg ent of the






r (t) · p(t τ)
]
, t ∈ [0, Tr],
here r(t) and p(t) are unit quaternions [15] repre-
senting the realized and the planed orientations of the tool
center point, respectively.








, t ∈ [0, Tp].
The (t) is the ti e difference bet een ini al distance
point pair at ti e t.
• Refine ent ti e. Tr Tp is the extra ti e needed
to approach the goal position in the predefined spatial
accuracy.
The spatial and te poral deviations describe the distance
bet een the realized and the planed trajectory. The spatial
deviation easures the distance in Cartesian space or in joint
space. By te poral accuracy, e refer to the ti ing accuracy
of trajectory execution. The te poral deviation easures ho
accurately the planed trajectory is follo ed in ti e. For
exa ple, assu e that the robot ar exactly oves along the
planned path. In this case the spatial deviation is zero. o
assu e that the robot ar oves on this path ith 100 s
delay, i.e. r(t) p(t 0.1). In this case the te poral deviation
is 100 s.
. EVALUATION OF THE EASURE ENTS
uring the easure ents e have executed trajectories to
rando ly generated goal positions and orientations. The sa e
trajectories ere executed ith varying para eter settings.
e used different axi u allo ed join speeds (fro 22.5
to 112.5 deg/sec), goal accuracy in joint space (fro 0.1 to
0.001 deg), controller update ti es (8, 16 and 24 s) and a
ide range of net ork delays (RTT: 0, 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32
and 64 s). The high delay values, i.e. 32 and 64 s, are
included to see extre e cases as ell. Figure 2 and Figure 3
highlight easure ent results.
A. Affecting the te poral deviation
Figure 2(a) and Figure 2(b) sho the average and the range
of te poral deviation fro planned trajectories for different
net ork delays as a function of axi u allo ed joint speed
and using 8 s update ti e and 0.1 deg accuracy. The average
of te poral deviation hardly depends on the net ork delay, its
absolute value is about 12-18 s and the negative sign eans
that the robot is a little behind ti e in average. ote that this
is approxi ately the dead delay of the control loop for non-
delayed (i.e. RTT: 0 s) case.
The range of te poral deviation is ore sensitive to net ork
delay. For each net ork delay e can observe a speed li it,
e.g. for 16 s delay it is about 45 deg/sec. If the speed is
belo this li it, the curve is close to the non-delayed curve.
o ever above the li it, the range of te poral deviation
curve goes above the non-delayed curve. Increased range value
eans that the robot is so eti es ahead of ti e and so eti e
behind ti e to the planed trajectory. It is also interesting that
in lo speed cases (e.g. 22.5 deg/sec) the range of te poral
deviation is high ( 150 s) and hardly depends on the
net ork delay. This can ean that in case of slo otion
the high te poral deviation is probably caused by internal
operation of the robot and the controller and not by the
net ork delay. Su arizing, lo net ork delay is required
for use-cases here high te poral accuracy is crucial at high
robot ove ent speed. For exa ple, to avoid collision of ore
robot ar s orking close to each other.
B. Affecting the spatial deviation
Figure 2(c) and Figure 2(d) sho the average of spatial
deviation fro planned trajectory for different net ork delays
as a function of axi u allo ed joint speed and using
8 s update ti e and 0.1 deg accuracy. In Figure 2(c), the
easures are evaluated in joint space, in Figure 2(d) the
easures are evaluated in Cartesian space. For higher speed,
the sa e net ork delay causes higher degradation, as e
expected. For net ork delays of 32 and 64 s, the difference
is significant. For lo er net ork delays, the difference is
relatively s all. This can ean that fro a certain net ork
(a) Average of temporal deviation (b) Range of temporal deviation
(c) Average of spatial deviation in joint space (d) Average spatial deviation in Cartesian space
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delay limit (in this measurement setup 32 ms) the network
delay causes more intense degradation of accuracy. The two
figures have similar shape. Note that, using forward kinematics
formulae, joint space can be one-to-one mapped into Cartesian
space. For inverse kinematics (Cartesian space to joint space
transformation), a point in Cartesian space can have more
than one image in the joint space. We conclude that applying
lower joint speeds the spatial accuracy increases and also the
controller is more tolerable to network delay. In this way,
if low latency connection is available then the robot can be
used at full speed. This also means that if only higher latency
connection is available then using lower robot speed allows
achieving the same spatial accuracy.
C. Affecting the refinement time
Figure 3 shows results for refinement time. Figure 3(a)
shows the spatial distance at time Tp, i.e., when the planned
trajectory ends and goal refinement starts. As we expected, this
KPI has similar figure as average spatial deviation values. Fig-
ure 3(b) shows how refinement times depend on the required
spatial accuracy (8 ms update time and 16 ms network delay).
Refinement time is higher for stricter accuracy requirement
and for higher robot speed. There are also cases when the
required accuracy cannot be achieved within predefined time
limit, e.g., 0.001 deg accuracy and > 90 deg/sec speed. This
means that a deadline on execution time leads to requirement
on maximum tolerable network delay. In contrary, using lower
robot speed with the same spatial accuracy is achievable over
a connection with higher latency. The cost is the increased
execution time. Consequently, choosing proper required accu-
racy can improve execution time. In a robotic cell, the cyclic
time is an important KPI. The cyclic time can be improved
by reducing refinement time by specifying lower accuracy for
cases where spatial accuracy is not crucial.
D. Experimenting with the update time of the controller
In the final measurement, we investigated the effect of
update time of controller on the accuracy. In Table II, max-
imum spatial deviation in joint space is shown. For each
trajectory, the maximum spatial deviation is calculated (i.e.
maxt∈[0,TB ]Γ(t)) and averaged over executed trajectories. We
observed that to utilize the advantage of lower update time
requires low network delay as well. For example, in 64 ms
network delay cases, using the lowest (i.e. 8 ms) update
time has no significant effect on the performance. However,
for lower network delay cases (e.g. 16 ms), lower update
time leads to significant gain. This means that systems using
low update time require strict latency requirements from the
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delay limit (in this measurement setup 32 ms) the network
delay causes more intense degradation of accuracy. The two
figures have similar shape. Note that, using forward kinematics
formulae, joint space can be one-to-one mapped into Cartesian
space. For inverse kinematics (Cartesian space to joint space
transformation), a point in Cartesian space can have more
than one image in the joint space. We conclude that applying
lower joint speeds the spatial accuracy increases and also the
controller is more tolerable to network delay. In this way,
if low latency connection is available then the robot can be
used at full speed. This also means that if only higher latency
connection is available then using lower robot speed allows
achieving the same spatial accuracy.
C. Affecting the refinement time
Figure 3 shows results for refinement time. Figure 3(a)
shows the spatial distance at time Tp, i.e., when the planned
trajectory ends and goal refinement starts. As we expected, this
KPI has similar figure as average spatial deviation values. Fig-
ure 3(b) shows how refinement times depend on the required
spatial accuracy (8 ms update time and 16 ms network delay).
Refinement time is higher for stricter accuracy requirement
and for higher robot speed. There are also cases when the
required accuracy cannot be achieved within predefined time
limit, e.g., 0.001 deg accuracy and > 90 deg/sec speed. This
means that a deadline on execution time leads to requirement
on maximum tolerable network delay. In contrary, using lower
robot speed with the same spatial accuracy is achievable over
a connection with higher latency. The cost is the increased
execution time. Consequently, choosing proper required accu-
racy can improve execution time. In a robotic cell, the cyclic
time is an important KPI. The cyclic time can be improved
by reducing refinement time by specifying lower accuracy for
cases where spatial accuracy is not crucial.
D. Experimenting with the update time of the controller
In the final measurement, we investigated the effect of
update time of controller on the accuracy. In Table II, max-
imum spatial deviation in joint space is shown. For each
trajectory, the maximum spatial deviation is calculated (i.e.
maxt∈[0,TB ]Γ(t)) and averaged over executed trajectories. We
observed that to utilize the advantage of lower update time
requires low network delay as well. For example, in 64 ms
network delay cases, using the lowest (i.e. 8 ms) update
time has no significant effect on the performance. However,
for lower network delay cases (e.g. 16 ms), lower update
time leads to significant gain. This means that systems using
low update time require strict latency requirements from the
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delay limit (in this measurement setup 32 ms) the network
delay causes more intense degradation of accuracy. The two
figures have similar shape. Note that, using forward kinematics
formulae, joint space can be one-to-one mapped into Cartesian
space. For inverse kinematics (Cartesian space to joint space
transformation), a point in Cartesian space can have more
than one image in the joint space. We conclude that applying
lower joint speeds the spatial accuracy increases and also the
controller is more tolerable to network delay. In this way,
if low latency connection is available then the robot can be
used at full speed. This also means that if only higher latency
connection is available then using lower robot speed allows
achieving the same spatial accuracy.
C. Affecting the refinement time
Figure 3 shows results for refinement time. Figure 3(a)
shows the spatial distance at time Tp, i.e., when the planned
trajectory ends and goal refinement starts. As we expected, this
KPI has similar figure as average spatial deviation values. Fig-
ure 3(b) shows how refinement times depend on the required
spatial accuracy (8 ms update time and 16 ms network delay).
Refinement time is higher for stricter accuracy requirement
and for higher robot speed. There are also cases when the
required accuracy cannot be achieved within predefined time
limit, e.g., 0.001 deg accuracy and > 90 deg/sec speed. This
means that a deadline on execution time leads to requirement
on maximum tolerable network delay. In contrary, using lower
robot speed with the same spatial accuracy is achievable over
a connection with higher latency. The cost is the increased
execution time. Consequently, choosing proper required accu-
racy can improve execution time. In a robotic cell, the cyclic
time is an important KPI. The cyclic time can be improved
by reducing refinement time by specifying lower accuracy for
cases where spatial accuracy is not crucial.
D. Experimenting with the update time of the controller
In the final measurement, we investigated the effect of
update time of controller on the accuracy. In Table II, max-
imum spatial deviation in joint space is shown. For each
trajectory, the maximum spatial deviation is calculated (i.e.
maxt∈[0,TB ]Γ(t)) and averaged over executed trajectories. We
observed that to utilize the advantage of lower update time
requires low network delay as well. For example, in 64 ms
network delay cases, using the lowest (i.e. 8 ms) update
time has no significant effect on the performance. However,
for lower network delay cases (e.g. 16 ms), lower update
time leads to significant gain. This means that systems using
low update time require strict latency requirements from the
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delay limit (in this measurement setup 32 ms) the network
delay causes more intense degradation of accuracy. The two
figures have similar shape. Note that, using forward kinematics
formulae, joint space can be one-to-one mapped into Cartesian
space. For inverse kinematics (Cartesian space to joint space
transformation), a point in Cartesian space can have more
than one image in the joint space. We conclude that applying
lower joint speeds the spatial accuracy increases and also the
controller is more tol rable to netw rk delay. In this way,
if low latency connection is available then the robot can be
used at full speed. This also means that if only higher latency
connection is available then using lower robot speed allows
achieving the same spatial accuracy.
C. Affecting the refinement time
Figur 3 shows results f r refinement time. Figure 3( )
hows the spatial distance at time Tp, i.e., when the planned
jectory ends and g al refinement start . As we expect d, this
KPI has s ilar figur as average spatial deviation values. Fig-
ure 3(b) shows how refinement times depend on the required
spatial accuracy (8 ms update time and 16 ms network delay).
Refinement time is higher for stricter accuracy requirement
and for higher robot peed. There are also cases when the
required accur cy canno be achieved within predefined time
limit, e.g., 0.001 deg ccur y and > 90 deg/sec speed. This
means that a deadline on execution time leads to requirement
on maximum tolerable network delay. In contrary, using lower
robot sp ed with the same spatial accuracy is achievabl over
a connection with higher l tency. he cost is the increas
execution time. Consequently, choosing proper r quired accu-
racy c n i prove ex cution tim . In a robotic cell, the cyclic
time is an important KPI. The cyclic time can be improv
by reducing refin ment time by specifying lower accuracy for
cases where spatial accuracy is not crucial.
D. Experimenting with the update time of the controller
In the final measurement, we investigated the ffect of
update time of controller on the accuracy. In Table II, ax-
imu spatial d viation in joint space is shown. For each
trajectory, the maximu spatial deviation calcul ted (i. .
maxt∈[0,TB ]Γ(t)) and averaged over exe uted trajectories. We
observed that to utilize the advantage of lower update time
equires low network delay as well. For example in 64 ms
network delay cases, using the lowest (i.e. 8 ms) update
time has o sig ifica t eff ct on the performance. However,
for lo er network delay ases (e.g. 16 ms), lower update
time leads to significant gain. This means that systems using
low update time require strict latency requirements from the
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delay limit (in this measurement setup 32 ms) the network
delay causes more intense degradation of accuracy. The two
figures have similar shap . Note that, using forward kinematics
formulae, joint space can be one-to-one mapped into Cartesian
space. For inverse kinematics (Cartesian space to joint space
transformation), a point in Cartesian space can have more
than one image in the joint space. We conclude that applying
lower joint speeds the spatial accuracy increases and also the
controller is more tolerable to network delay. In this way,
if low latency connection is available then the robot can be
used at full speed. This also means that if only higher latency
connection is available then using lower robot speed allows
achieving the same spatial accuracy.
C. Affecting the refinement time
Figure 3 shows results for refinement time. Figure 3(a)
shows the spatial distance at time Tp, i.e., when the planned
trajectory ends and goal refinement starts. As we expected, this
KPI has similar figure as average spatial deviation values. Fig-
ure 3(b) shows how refinement times depend on the required
spatial accuracy (8 ms update time and 16 ms network delay).
Refinement time is higher for stricter accuracy requirement
and for higher robot speed. There are also cases when the
required accuracy cannot be achieved within predefined time
limit, e.g., 0.001 deg accuracy and > 90 deg/sec speed. This
means that a deadline on execution time leads to requirement
on maximum tolerable network delay. In contrary, using lower
robot speed with the same spatial accuracy is achievable over
a connection with higher latency. The cost is the increased
execution time. Consequently, choosing proper required accu-
racy can improve execution time. In a robotic cell, the cyclic
time is an important KPI. The cyclic time can be improved
by reducing refinement time by specifying lower accuracy for
cases where spatial accuracy is not crucial.
D. Experimenting with the update time of the controller
In the final measurement, we investigated the effect of
update time of controller on the accuracy. In Table II, max-
imum spatial deviation in joint space is shown. For each
trajectory, the maximum spatial deviation is calculated (i.e.
maxt∈[0,TB ]Γ(t)) and averaged over executed trajectories. We
observed that to utilize the advantage of lower update time
requires low network delay as well. For example, in 64 ms
network delay cases, using the lowest (i.e. 8 ms) update
time has no significant effect on the performance. However,
for lower network delay cases (e.g. 16 ms), lower update
time leads to significant gain. This means that systems using
low update time require strict latency requirements from the(a) Average spatial distance at the start of goal position refinement (b) Average refinement time for different required goal position accuracy in
joint space; accuracy requirements: from 0.001 deg to 0.1 deg
Fig. 3. Statistics of goal refinement phase
Max joint speed Delay 8 ms tick 16 ms tick 24 ms tick
22.5 deg/sec
16 ms 0.116 0.116 0.115
64 ms 0.143 0.186 0.141
45 deg/sec
16 ms 0.229 0.232 0.255
64 ms 0.622 0.710 0.675
67.5 deg/sec
16 ms 0.340 0.374 0.492
64 ms 1.464 1.571 1.568
90 deg/s
16 ms 0.477 0.608 0.808
64 ms 2.531 2.660 2.793
112.5 deg/sec
16 ms 0.801 1.029 1.287
64 ms 3.694 4.144 4.100
TABLE II
MAXIMUM SPATIAL DEVIATION IN JOINT SPACE [DEG] FROM PLANNED
TRAJECTORY FOR DIFFERENT CONTROLLER UPDATE TIME (TICK),
NETWORK DELAY AND MAXIMUM JOINT SPEED.
wireless link. Providing low latency connection for a system
with high update time has no performance advantage.
VI. DISCUSSION ON THE OBSERVATIONS
This section summarizes and discusses observations and
also suggests a method to handle loss and jitter.
A. Requirements on the network
In general, measurement results have shown that the net-
work delay lower than 4 ms has no significant performance
impact. This is because (a) the internal operation of the
robot ends in about 2 ms standard deviation in response
time, most probably, due to the internal sampling used in
the robot and (b) the ticks of the robot and the controller
are unsynchronized. The impact of network delay lower than
4 ms is masked by the background "noise" of measurement
setup. The detailed analysis of 0-4 ms network delay range
requires more sophisticated measurement apparatus, e.g., the
robot and the controller should be synchronized, otherwise
the randomness introduced by unsynchronized update times
dominates the behavior or a robot arm with lower update time
(e.g., < 1 ms) should be used.
The task of the robot arm can put requirements on the
network delay:
• For tasks where robot arm should react on external
events, low network delay is desired, because the network
delay between robot and controller directly increases the
reaction time.
• For tasks where time consuming goal refinement is
not tolerable, low network delay should be provisioned.
The deadline on trajectory execution time leads to a
requirement on the maximum tolerable network delay.
In general, higher network delay makes the refinement
time longer and in this way increases the total trajectory
execution time.
• Some tasks require accurate movement along the path,
e.g. welding, and not only at the goal position. Another
example is the collaboration of more robot arms where
the precise and synchronized movements are crucial. For
these tasks also low network delay is desired.
The internal mechanisms of robot arm can also put require-
ments on the network delay. In general, a low update time
system requires lower network delay. The control of a robot
arm with e.g. 20 ms update time, probably tolerates higher
network delay than a more precise and faster robot arm with
e.g. 1 ms update time. In addition to this, providing low latency
connection for a system with relatively high update time has
limited performance advantage.
Performance requirements of trajectory execution can also
put requirements on the network delay. Faster robot move-
ments require lower network delay for accurate movement. In
other side, if only higher latency connection is available then
using lower robot speed can compensate increased network
delay for some extent.
Performance optimization can also give guidelines for re-
quired network delay. Choosing proper required accuracy can
improve execution time. For example, if less accurate move-
ment is enough, then relaxed accuracy can shorten refinement
time.
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space. For inverse kinematics (Cartesian s a t j
transformation), a point in Cartesian space
than one image in the joint space. e concl t
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if low latency co nection is available the t r
used at full sp ed. This also means that if l i
co nection is available then using lo er r t
achieving the same spatial accuracy.
C. Affecting the refinement time
Figure 3 shows results for refine ent ti e. Figure 3(a)
shows the spatial distance at ti e Tp, i.e., hen the planned
trajectory ends and goal refinement starts. s e expected, this
KPI has similar figure as average spatial deviation values. Fig-
ure 3(b) shows how refinement times depend on the required
spatial accuracy (8 ms update time and 16 ms network delay).
Refinement time is higher for stricter accuracy requirement
and for higher robot speed. There are also cases when the
required accuracy cannot be achieved within predefined time
li it, e. ., . eg accuracy and > 90 deg/sec speed. This
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i s atial e iation in joint space is shown. For each
trajectory, the axi u spatial deviation is calculated (i.e.
axt∈[0,TB ]Γ(t)) and averaged over executed trajectories. We
observed that to utilize the advantage of lower update time
requires low network delay as well. For example, in 64 ms
network delay cases, using the lowest (i.e. 8 ms) update
time has no significant effect on the performance. However,
for lower network delay cases (e.g. 16 ms), lower update
time leads to significant gain. This means that systems using
low update time require strict latency requirements from the
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if low latency connection is available then the robot can be
used at full speed. T is also me ns that if only higher latency
connection is available then using lower r bot spe d llows
achieving the same spatial accuracy.
C. Affecting the refinement time
Figure 3 shows results for refinement time. Figure 3(a)
shows the spatial distance at tim Tp, i.e., wh n the planned
trajectory ends and go l r finement starts. As w exp cted, this
KPI has similar figure as averag spatial deviation valu s. Fig-
ure 3(b) shows how refinement times dep nd on the r quired
spatial accuracy (8 ms updat time and 16 ms network delay).
Refinement time is higher for stricter accuracy requirement
and for higher robot speed. The e are also cases when the
required accuracy cannot be ac ieved within predefined tim
limit, .g., 0.001 deg accuracy and > 90 deg/sec speed. This
means that a deadline on execution time leads to requirement
on maximum tolerable network delay. In contrary, using lower
robot speed with the same spatial ccura y is chievable ov
a c nnection with higher latency. The ost is th increased
execution time. Co sequently, choosing proper required accu-
racy can improve execution time. In a r b tic c ll, the cyclic
time is an important KPI. The cyclic time can be improved
by reduci g refinement time by specifying lower accuracy for
cases where spatial accuracy is ot crucial.
D. Experimenting with the update time of t e controller
In the final measurement, we investigated the effect of
update time of controller on the accuracy. In Table II, max-
imum spatial deviation in joint space is shown. For e ch
trajectory, the maximum spatial deviation is calculated (i.e.
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requires low network delay s well. For example, in 64 s
network delay cases, using the lowest (i.e. 8 ms) update
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for lower network delay cases (e.g. 16 ms), lower update
time leads to significant gain. This means that systems using
low update time require strict latency requirements from the
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c ntroller is more tolerable to network d l y. In this way,
if low latency c nnection is available then the robot can be
used at full speed. T is also me ns that if only higher latency
connection is available then using lower r bot spe d llows
achieving the same spatial accuracy.
C. Affecting the refinement time
Figure 3 shows results for refinement time. Figure 3(a)
shows the spatial distance at tim Tp, i.e., wh n the planned
trajectory ends and go l r finement starts. As w exp cted, this
KPI has similar figure as averag spatial deviation valu s. Fig-
ure 3(b) shows how refinement times dep nd on the r quired
spatial accuracy (8 ms updat time and 16 ms network delay).
Refinement time is higher for stricter accuracy requirement
and for higher robot speed. There are also cases when the
required accuracy cannot be ac ieved within predefined tim
limit, e.g., 0.001 deg accuracy and > 90 deg/sec speed. This
means that a deadline on execution time lead to requirement
on maximum tolerable etwork delay. In contrary, using lower
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time leads to significant gain. This means that systems using
low update time require strict latency requirements from the
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Max joint speed Delay 8 ms tick 16 ms tick 24 ms tick
22.5 deg/sec
16 ms 0.116 0.116 0.115
64 ms 0.143 0.186 0.141
45 deg/sec
16 ms 0.229 0.232 0.255
64 s 0.622 0.710 0.675
67.5 deg/sec
16 s 0.340 0.374 0.492
64 s 1.464 1.571 1.568
90 deg/s
16 s 0.477 0.608 0.808
6 s . . .793
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1 . . .287
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MAXIMUM SPATIAL E I I PL NNED
TRAJECTORY FOR IFF I (TICK),
NET OR .
wireless link. r i i r s ste
with high update ti rf r t .
I. IS SSI S I S
This section su arizes and discusses observations and
also suggests a ethod to handle loss and jitter.
A. Requirements on the network
In general, measurement results have shown that the net-
work delay lower than 4 ms has no significant performance
impact. This is because (a) the internal operation of the
robot ends in about 2 ms standard deviation in response
time, most probably, due to the internal sampling used in
the robot and (b) the ticks of the robot and the controller
are unsynchronized. The impact of network delay lower than
4 ms is masked by the background "noise" of measurement
setup. The detailed analysis of 0-4 ms network delay range
requires more sophisticated measurement apparatus, e.g., the
robot and the controller should be synchronized, otherwise
the randomness introduced by unsynchronized update times
dominates the behavior or a robot arm with lower update time
(e.g., < 1 ms) should be used.
The task of the robot arm can put requirements on the
network delay:
• For tasks where robot arm should react on external
events, low network delay is desired, because the network
delay between robot and controller directly increases the
reaction time.
• For tasks where time consuming goal refinement is
not tolerable, low network delay should be provisioned.
The deadline on trajectory execution time leads to a
requirement on the maximum tolerable network delay.
In general, higher network delay makes the refinement
time longer and in this way increases the total trajectory
execution time.
• Some tasks require ac urate movement along the path,
e.g. welding, and not only at the goal posit on. Another
example is the collaboration of more robot arms wher
the precise and synchronized movements are crucial. For
these tasks also low network delay is desired.
The internal mechanisms of robot arm can also put require-
ents on the network delay. In general, a low update time
system requires lower network delay. The control of a robot
ar with e.g. 20 ms update time, probably tolerates higher
network delay than a more precise and faster robot arm with
e.g. 1 ms update time. In addition to this, providing low latency
connection for a system with relatively high update time has
limited performance advantage.
Performance requirements of trajectory execution can also
put requirements on the network delay. Faster robot move-
ments require lower network delay for accurate movement. In
other side, if only higher latency connection is available then
using lower robot speed can compensate increased network
delay for some extent.
Performance optimization can also give guidelines for re-
quired network delay. Choosing proper required accuracy can
improve execution time. For example, if less accurate move-
ment is enough, then relaxed accuracy can shorten refinement
time.
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Fig. 2. Statistics of temporal and spatial deviations of realized trajectory from planned trajectory for different network delays
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64 ms 0.143 0.186 0.141
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64 ms 0.622 0.710 0.675
67.5 deg/sec
16 ms 0.340 0.374 0.492
64 ms 1.464 1.571 1.568
90 deg/s
16 ms 0.477 0.608 0.808
64 ms 2.531 2.660 2.793
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In general, higher network delay makes the refinement
time longer and in this way increases the total trajectory
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• Some tasks require accurate movement along the path,
e.g. welding, and not only at the goal position. Another
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dominates the behavior or a robot arm with lower update time
(e.g., < 1 ms) should be used.
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• For tasks where robot arm should react on external
events, low network delay is desired, because the network
delay between robot and controller directly increases the
reaction time.
• For tasks where time consuming goal refinement is
not tolerable, low network delay should be provisioned.
The deadline on trajectory execution time leads to a
requirement on the maximum tolerable network delay.
In general, higher network delay makes the refinement
time longer and in this way increases the total trajectory
execution time.
• Some tasks require accurate movement along the path,
e.g. welding, and not only at the goal position. Another
example is the collaboration of more robot arms where
the precise and synchronized movements are crucial. For
these tasks also low network delay is desired.
The internal mechanisms of robot arm can also put require-
ments on the network delay. In general, a low update time
system requires lower network delay. The control of a robot
arm with e.g. 20 ms update time, probably tolerates higher
network delay than a more precise and faster robot arm with
e.g. 1 ms update time. In addition to this, providing low latency
connection for a system with relatively high update time has
limited performance advantage.
Performance requirements of trajectory execution can also
put requirements on the network delay. Faster robot move-
ments require lower network delay for accurate movement. In
other side, if only higher latency connection is available then
using lower robot speed can compensate increased network
delay for some extent.
Performance optimization can also give guidelines for re-
quired network delay. Choosing proper required accuracy can
improve execution time. For example, if less accurate move-
ment is enough, then relaxed accuracy can shorten refinement
time.
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In general, measurement results have shown that the net-
work delay lower than 4 ms has no significant performance
impact. This is because (a) the internal operation of the
robot ends in about 2 ms standard deviation in response
time, most probably, due to the internal sampling used in
the robot and (b) the ticks of the robot and the controller
are unsynchronized. The impact of network delay lower than
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arm with e.g. 20 ms update time, probably tolerates higher
network delay than a more precise and faster robot arm with
e.g. 1 ms update time. In addition to this, providing low latency
connection for a system with relatively high update time has
limited performance advantage.
Performance requirements of trajectory execution can also
put requirements on the network delay. Faster robot move-
ments require lower network delay for accurate movement. In
other side, if only higher latency connection is available then
using lower robot speed can compensate increased network
delay for some extent.
Performance optimization can also give guidelines for re-
quired network delay. Choosing proper required accuracy can
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The deadline on trajectory execution time leads to a
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In general, higher network delay makes the refinement
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execution time.
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limited performance advantage.
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delay for some extent.
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ment is enough, then relaxed accuracy can shorten refinement
time.
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the randomness introduced by unsynchronized update times
dominates the behavior or a robot arm with lower update time
(e.g., < 1 ms) should be used.
The task of the robot arm can put requirements on the
network delay:
• For tasks where robot arm should react on external
events, low network delay is desired, because the network
delay between robot and controller directly increases the
reaction time.
• For tasks where time consuming goal refinement is
not tolerable, low network delay should be provisioned.
The deadline on trajectory execution time leads to a
requirement on the maximum tolerable network delay.
In general, higher network delay makes the refinement
time longer and in this way increases the total trajectory
execution time.
• Some tasks require accurate movement along the path,
e.g. welding, and not only at the goal position. Another
example is the collaboration of more robot arms where
the precise and synchronized movements are crucial. For
these tasks also low network delay is desired.
The internal mechanisms of robot arm can also put require-
ments on the network delay. In general, a low update time
system requires lower network delay. The control of a robot
arm with e.g. 20 ms update time, probably tolerates higher
network delay than a more precise and faster robot arm with
e.g. 1 ms update time. In addition to this, providing low latency
connection for a system with relatively high update time has
limited performance advantage.
Performance requirements of trajectory execution can also
put requirements on the network delay. Faster robot move-
ments require lower network delay for accurate movement. In
other side, if only higher latency connection is available then
using lower robot speed can compensate increased network
delay for some extent.
Performance optimization can also give guidelines for re-
quired network delay. Choosing proper required accuracy can
improve execution time. For example, if less accurate move-
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(a) Average of temporal deviation (b) Range of temporal deviation
(c) Average of spatial deviation in joint space (d) Average spatial deviation in Cartesian space
Fig. 2. Statistics of temporal and spatial deviations of realized trajectory from planned trajectory for different network delays
delay limit (in this measurement setup 32 ms) the network
delay causes more intense degradation of accuracy. The two
figures have similar shape. Note that, using forward kinematics
formulae, joint space can be one-to-one mapped into Cartesian
space. For inverse kinematics (Cartesian space to joint space
transformation), a point in Cartesian space can have more
than one image in the joint space. We conclude that applying
lower joint speeds the spatial accuracy increases and also the
controller is more tolerable to network delay. In this way,
if low latency connection is available then the robot can be
used at full speed. This also means that if only higher latency
connection is available then using lower robot speed allows
achieving the same spatial accuracy.
C. Affecting the refinement time
Figure 3 shows results for refinement time. Figure 3(a)
shows the spatial distance at time Tp, i.e., when the planned
trajectory ends and goal refinement starts. As we expected, this
KPI has similar figure as average spatial deviation values. Fig-
ure 3(b) shows how refinement times depend on the required
spatial accuracy (8 ms update time and 16 ms network delay).
Refinement time is higher for stricter accuracy requirement
and for higher robot speed. There are also cases when the
required accuracy cannot be achieved within predefined time
limit, e.g., 0.001 deg accuracy and > 90 deg/sec speed. This
means that a deadline on execution time leads to requirement
on maximum tolerable network delay. In contrary, using lower
robot speed with the same spatial accuracy is achievable over
a connection with higher latency. The cost is the increased
execution time. Consequently, choosing proper required accu-
racy can improve execution time. In a robotic cell, the cyclic
time is an important KPI. The cyclic time can be improved
by reducing refinement time by specifying lower accuracy for
cases where spatial accuracy is not crucial.
D. Experimenting with the update time of the controller
In the final measurement, we investigated the effect of
update t me of controller on the accuracy. In Table II, max-
imum spatial deviation in joint space is shown. For each
trajectory, the maximum spatial deviation is calculated (i.e.
maxt∈[0,TB ]Γ(t)) and averaged over executed trajectories. We
observed that to utilize the advantage of lower update time
requires low network delay as well. For example, in 64 ms
network delay cases, using the lowest (i.e. 8 ms) update
time has no significant effect on the performance. However,
for lower network delay cases (e.g. 16 ms), lower update
time leads to significant gain. This means that systems using
low update time require strict latency requirements from the
(a) Average of temporal deviation (b) Range of temporal deviation
(c) Average of spatial deviation in joint space (d) Average spatial deviation in Cartesian space
Fig. 2. Statistics of temporal and spatial deviations of realized trajectory from planned trajectory for different network delays
delay limit (in this measurement setup 32 ms) the network
delay causes more intense degradation of accuracy. The two
figures have similar shape. Note that, using forward kinematics
formulae, joint space can be one-to-one mapped into Cartesian
space. For inverse kinematics (Cartesian space to joint space
transformation), a point in Cartesian space can have more
than one image in the joint space. We conclude that applying
lower joint speeds the spatial accuracy increases and also the
controller is more tolerable to network delay. In this way,
if low latency connection is available then the robot can be
used at full speed. This also means that if only higher latency
connection is available then using lower robot speed allows
achieving the same spatial accuracy.
C. Affecting the refinement time
Figure 3 shows results for refinement time. Figure 3(a)
shows the spatial distance at time Tp, i.e., when the planned
trajectory ends and goal refinement starts. As we expected, this
KPI has similar figure as average spatial deviation values. Fig-
ure 3(b) shows how refinement times depend on the required
spatial accuracy (8 ms update time and 16 ms network delay).
Refinement time is higher for stricter accuracy requirement
and for higher robot speed. There are also cases when the
required accuracy cannot be achieved within predefined time
limit, e.g., 0.001 deg accuracy and > 90 deg/sec speed. This
means that a deadline on execution time leads to requirement
on maximum tolerable network delay. In contrary, using lower
robot speed with the same spatial accuracy is achievable over
a connection with higher latency. The cost is the increased
execution time. Consequently, choosing proper required accu-
racy can improve execution time. In a robotic cell, the cyclic
time is an important KPI. The cyclic time can be improved
by reducing refinement time by specifying lower accuracy for
cases where spatial accuracy is not crucial.
D. Experimenting with the update time of the controller
In the final measurement, we investigated the effect of
update time of controller on the accuracy. In Table II, max-
imum spatial deviation in joint space is shown. For each
trajectory, the maximum spatial deviation is calcul ted (i.e.
maxt∈[0,TB ]Γ(t)) and averaged over executed trajectories. We
observed that to utilize the advantage of lower update time
requires low network delay as well. For example, in 64 ms
network delay cases, using the lowest (i.e. 8 ms) update
time has no significant effect on the performance. However,
for lower network delay cases (e.g. 16 ms), lower update
time leads to significant gain. This means that systems using
low update time require strict latency requirements from the(a) Average spatial distance at the start of goal position refinement (b) Average refinement time for different required goal position accuracy in
joint space; accuracy requirements: from 0.001 deg to 0.1 deg
Fig. 3. Statistics of goal refinement phase
Max joint speed Delay 8 ms tick 16 ms tick 24 ms tick
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16 ms 0.116 0.116 0.115
64 ms 0.143 0.186 0.141
45 deg/sec
16 ms 0.229 0.232 0.255
64 ms 0.622 0.710 0.675
67.5 deg/sec
16 ms 0.340 0.374 0.492
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16 ms 0.477 0.608 0.808
64 ms 2.531 2.660 2.793
112.5 deg/sec
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64 ms 3.694 4.144 4.100
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wireless link. Providing low latency connection for a system
with high update time has no performance advantage.
VI. DISCUSSION ON THE OBSERVATIONS
This section summarizes and discusses observations and
also suggests a method to handle loss and jitter.
A. Requirements on the network
In general, measurement results have shown that the net-
work delay lower than 4 ms has no significant performance
impact. This is because (a) the internal operation of the
robot ends in about 2 ms standard deviation in response
time, most probably, due to the internal sampling used in
the robot and (b) the ticks of the robot and the controller
are unsynchronized. The impact of network delay lower than
4 ms is masked by the background "noise" of measurement
setup. The detailed analysis of 0-4 ms network delay range
requires more sophisticated measurement apparatus, e.g., the
robot and the controller should be synchronized, otherwise
the randomness introduced by unsynchronized update times
dominates the behavior or a robot arm with lower update time
(e.g., < 1 ms) should be used.
The task of the robot arm can put requirements on the
network delay:
• For tasks where robot arm should react on external
events, low network delay is desired, because the network
delay between robot and controller directly increases the
reaction time.
• For tasks where time consuming goal refinement is
not tolerable, low network delay should be provisioned.
The deadline on trajectory execution time leads to a
requirement on t e maximum tol rable network delay.
In general, higher network delay makes the refinement
time longer and in this way increases the total trajectory
execution time.
• Some tasks require accurate ovement along the path,
e.g. welding, and not only at the goal position. Another
example is the collaboration of more robot arms where
the precise and synchronized movements are crucial. For
these tasks also low network delay is desired.
The internal mechanis s of robot arm can also put require-
ments on the network delay. In general, a low update time
system requires lower network delay. The control of a robot
arm with e.g. 20 ms update time, probably tolerates higher
network delay than a more precise and faster robot arm with
e.g. 1 ms update time. In addition to this, providing low latency
connection for a system with relatively high update time has
limited performance advantage.
Performance requirements of trajectory execution can also
put requirements on the network delay. Faster robot move-
ments require lower network delay for accurate movement. In
other side, if only higher latency connection is available then
using lower robot speed can compensate increased network
delay for some extent.
Performance optimization can also give guidelines for re-
quired network delay. Choosing proper required accuracy can
improve execution time. For example, if less accurate move-
ment is enough, then relaxed accuracy can shorten refinement
time.
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C. Affecting the refinement time
Figure 3 shows results for refine ent ti e. Figure 3(a)
shows the spatial distance at ti e Tp, i.e., hen the planned
trajectory ends and goal refinement starts. s e expected, this
KPI has similar figure as average spatial deviation values. Fig-
ure 3(b) shows how refinement times depend on the required
spatial accuracy (8 ms update time and 16 ms network delay).
Refinement time is higher for stricter accuracy requirement
and for higher robot speed. There are also cases when the
required accuracy cannot be achieved within predefined time
li it, e.g., 0.001 deg accuracy and > 90 deg/sec speed. This
ea s t at a ea line on execution time leads to requirement
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i s atial e iation in joint space is shown. For each
trajectory, the axi u spati l devi tion is calculated (i.e.
axt∈[0,TB ]Γ(t)) and averaged over executed trajectories. We
observed that to utilize the advantage of lower update time
requires low network delay as well. For example, in 64 ms
network delay cases, using the lowest (i.e. 8 ms) update
time has no significant effect on the performance. However,
for lower network delay cases (e.g. 16 ms), lower update
time leads to significant gain. This means that systems using
low update time require strict latency requirements from the
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space. For inverse kinematics (Cartesian space to joint space
transformation), a point in Cartesian space can have more
than one image in the joint space. We conclude that applying
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controller is more tolerable to network delay. In this way,
if low latency connection is available then the robot can be
used at full speed. This also means that if only higher latency
connection is available then using lower robot speed allows
achieving the same spatial accuracy.
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network delay cases, using the lowest (i.e. 8 ms) update
time has no significant effect on the performance. However,
for lower network delay cases (e.g. 16 ms), lower update
time leads to significant gain. This means that systems using
low update time require strict latency requirements from the
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Fig. 3. Statistics of goal refinement phase
Max joint speed Delay 8 ms tick 16 ms tick 24 ms tick
22.5 deg/sec
16 ms 0.116 0.116 0.115
64 ms 0.143 0.186 0.141
45 deg/sec
16 ms 0.229 0.232 0.255
64 ms 0.622 0.710 0.675
67.5 deg/sec
16 ms 0.340 0.374 0.492
64 ms 1.464 1.571 1.568
90 deg/s
16 ms 0.477 0.608 0.808
64 ms 2.531 2.660 2.793
112.5 deg/sec
16 ms 0.801 1.029 1.287
64 ms 3.694 4.144 4.100
TABLE II
MAXIMUM SPATIAL DEVIATION IN JOINT SPACE [DEG] FROM PLANNED
TRAJECTORY FOR DIFFERENT CONTROLLER UPDATE TIME (TICK),
NETWORK DELAY AND MAXIMUM JOINT SPEED.
wireless link. Providing low latency connection for a system
with high update time has no performance advantage.
VI. DISCUSSION ON THE OBSERVATIONS
This section summarizes and discusses observations and
also suggests a method to handle loss and jitter.
A. Requirements on the network
In general, measurement results have shown that the net-
work delay lower than 4 ms has no significant performance
impact. This is because (a) the internal operation of the
robot ends in about 2 ms standard deviation in response
time, most probably, due to the internal sampling used in
the robot and (b) the ticks of the robot and the controller
are unsynchronized. The impact of network delay lower than
4 ms is masked by the background "noise" of measurement
setup. The detailed analysis of 0-4 ms network delay range
requires more sophisticated measurement apparatus, e.g., the
robot and the controller should be synchronized, otherwise
the randomness introduced by unsynchronized update times
dominates the behavior or a robot arm with lower update time
(e.g., < 1 ms) should be used.
The task of the robot arm can put requirements on the
network delay:
• For tasks where robot arm should react on external
events, low network delay is desired, because the network
delay between robot and controller directly increases the
reaction time.
• For tasks where time consuming goal refinement is
not tolerable, low network delay should be provisioned.
The deadline on trajectory execution time leads to a
requirement on the maximum tolerable network delay.
In general, higher network delay makes the refinement
time longer and in this way increases the total trajectory
execution time.
• Some tasks require accurate ovement along the path,
e.g. welding, and not only at the goal position. Another
example is the collaboration of more robot arms where
the precise and sy chronized movements ar crucial. For
these tasks also low network delay is desired.
The internal mechanisms of robot arm can also put require-
ments on the network delay. In general, a low update time
system requires lower network delay. The control of a robot
arm with e.g. 20 ms update time, probably tolerates higher
network delay than a more precise and faster robot arm with
e.g. 1 ms update time. In addition to this, providing low latency
connection for a system with relatively high update time has
limited performance advantage.
Performance requirements of trajectory execution can also
put requirements on the network delay. Faster robot move-
ments require lower network delay for accurate ovement. In
other side, if only higher latency connection is available then
using lower robot speed can compensate increased network
delay for some extent.
Performance optimization can also give guidelines for re-
quired network delay. Choosing proper required accuracy can
improve execution time. For example, if less accurate move-
ment is enough, then relaxed accuracy can shorten refinement
time.
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with high update time has no performance advantage.
VI. DISCUSSION ON THE OBSERVATIONS
This section summarizes and discusses observations and
also suggests a method to handle loss and jitter.
A. Requirements on the network
In general, measurement results have shown that the net-
work delay lower than 4 ms has no significant performance
impact. This is because (a) the internal operation of the
robot ends in about 2 ms standard deviation in response
time, most probably, due to the internal sampling used in
the robot and (b) the ticks of the robot and the controller
are unsynchronized. The impact of network delay lower than
4 ms is masked by the background "noise" of measurement
setup. The detailed analysis of 0-4 ms network delay range
requires more sophisticated measurement apparatus, e.g., the
robot and the controller should be synchronized, otherwise
the randomness introduced by unsynchronized update times
dominates the behavior or a robot arm with lower update time
(e.g., < 1 ms) should be used.
The task of the robot arm can put requirements on the
network delay:
• For tasks where robot arm should react on external
events, low network delay is desired, because the network
delay between robot and controller directly increases the
reaction time.
• For tasks where time consuming goal refinement is
not tolerable, low network delay should be provisioned.
The deadline on trajectory execution time leads to a
requirement on the maximum tolerable network delay.
In general, higher network delay makes the refinement
time longer and in this way increases th total trajectory
xecution time.
• Some tasks require accurate movement along the path,
e.g. weldi g, and not only at the goal position. Another
example is the collaboration of more robot arms where
the precise and synchronized movements are crucial. For
these tasks also low network delay is desired.
The internal mechanisms of robot arm can also put requir
s on the network delay. In general, a l w update time
system requires lower network delay. The control of a robot
arm with e.g. 20 ms update time, probably tolerates higher
network delay than a more precise and faster robot arm with
e.g. 1 ms update time. In addition to this, providing low latency
connection for a system with relatively high update time has
limited performance advantage.
Performance requirements of trajectory execution can also
put requirements on the network delay. Faster robot move-
ments require lower network delay for accurate movement. In
other side, if only higher latency connection is available then
using lower robot speed can compensate increased network
delay for some extent.
Performance optimization can also give guidelines for re-
quired network delay. Choosing proper required accuracy can
improve execution time. For example, if less accurate move-
ment is enough, then relaxed accuracy can shorten refinement
time.
(a) Average spatial distance at the start of goal position refinement (b) Average refinement time for different required goal position accuracy in
joint space; accuracy requirements: from 0.001 deg to 0.1 deg
Fig. 3. Statistics of goal refinement phase
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wireless link. Providing low latency connection for a system
with high upda e time has no p rforman e advantage.
VI. DISCUSSION ON THE OBSERVATIONS
This section summarizes and discusses observations and
also suggests a method to han le loss and jitter.
A. Requirements on the network
In general, measurement results have shown that the net-
work delay lower than 4 ms has no significant performance
impact. This is because (a) the internal operation of the
robot ends in about 2 ms standard deviation in response
time, most probably, due to the internal sampling used in
the robot and (b) the ticks of the robot and the controller
are unsynchronized. The impact of network delay lower than
4 ms is masked by the background "noise" of measurement
setup. The detailed analysis of 0-4 ms network delay range
requires more sophisticated measureme t apparatus, e.g., the
robot and the controller should be synchronized, otherwise
the randomness introduced by unsynchronized update times
dominates the behavior or a obot arm with lower updat time
(e.g., < 1 ms) should be used.
The task of the robot arm can put requir ments n
network elay:
• For tasks where robot arm should react on external
events, low network delay is desired, because the network
delay between robot and controller directly increases the
reaction time.
• For tasks where time consuming goal refinement is
not tolerable, low network delay should be provisioned.
The deadline on trajectory execution time leads to a
r quirement on the maximum tolerable ne work delay.
In general, higher network delay makes the refinement
time longer and in this way increases the total trajectory
execution time.
• Some tasks require accurate movement along the path,
e.g. welding, and n t nly at the goal positi . Another
xample is the collaboration of more robot arms whe e
the precise and synchronized movements are crucial. For
these tasks also low network delay is desired.
The internal mechanisms of robot arm can also put require-
ments on the network delay. In general, a low update time
system requires lower network delay. The control of a robot
arm with e.g. 20 ms update time, probably tolerates higher
network delay than a more precise and faster robot arm with
e.g. 1 ms update time. In addition to this, providing low latency
connection for a system with relatively high update time has
limited performance advantage.
Performance requirements of trajectory execution can also
put requirements on the network delay. Faster robot move-
ments require lower network delay for accurate movement. In
other side, if only higher latency connection is available then
using lower robot speed can compensate increased network
delay for some extent.
Performance optimization can also give guidelines for re-
quired network delay. Choosing proper required accuracy can
improve execution time. For example, if less accurate move-
ment is enough, then relaxed accuracy can shorten refinement
time.
B. Handling jitter, delay and packet loss
In the measure nts, jitter a d packet loss were not con-
sider d. We assumed negligible ji ter and no packet loss w
introduced by the network.
When the jitter is relatively small compared to the latency
of the connection, then jitter buffer like methods can be used
to transform jitter into extra delay. During the end-to-end
delay budget calculation this extra delay should be taken into
account. This method requires packet buffering capability.
Delayed or lost packets that were not arrived in time can end
in performance degradation. The best solution is to minimize
the occurrence of these events and to avoid bursty occurrence
of them. One of the main goals of URLLC is to provide
reliable connection and fulfill these requirements. In some
extent, delayed or lost packets can also be handled at higher
layers in the controller and at the device side. All correction
methods reduce the accuracy of movements and can efficiently
be used only for a limited time period.
In case of delayed or lost status messages, action should
be taken at the controller side of the control loop. In case
of trajectory execution, the controller uses joint positions
from the status messages. The missing joint position values
can efficiently be extrapolated, because trajectory generators
intentionally generate smooth trajectories to reduce the load
of the servos. Practically, the missing joint position value
is extrapolated from the historical values of joint positions
and from the remaining part of the trajectory. The position
error caused by extrapolated values will be corrected by the
PID control when the controller receives again correct status
messages.
In case of delayed or lost command messages, action should
be taken at the both sides of the control loop. At the controller
side, the controller needs to be informed about the unsuccess-
ful command transmission to keep itself up-to-date. A potential
solution is that the wireless network informs controller about
transmission status of down-link packets. When radio interface
failed or predicted to fail to transmit a packet in time (e.g. radio
related problems or congestion), then wireless network notifies
the controller about this event. Relying on this information
the controller updates its internal state and tries to avoid
overreaction.
VII. CONCLUSION
We investigated the performance of the closed-loop control
of an UR5 industrial robot arm at varying network charac-
teristics. We run trajectories and measured the accuracy of
realized trajectories as the function of network delay and robot
movement speed. We introduced KPIs to evaluate the temporal
and spatial accuracy of the realized trajectories. We observed
that to achieve the maximum accuracy of the robot at maxi-
mum speed, there is a need for low latency communication.
However, at lower speed or at relaxed accuracy, higher network
latency is still tolerable. We also observed that, providing
much lower latency than the update time of the robot has only
moderate performance gain. Finally, we suggested a method
to handle loss and jitter of robot control packets.
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• For tasks where robot arm hould react on ex ernal
events, lo network delay is desir d, because the network
delay betwe n robot and controller directly increases the
reaction time.
• F r tasks where time consuming goal refinement is
not tol rable, l w network delay sh uld be provi ioned.
The deadline on trajectory execution time leads to a
requirement on the maximum toler ble network delay.
In general, higher network delay makes he refin ment
time longer and in this way increases the total trajectory
execution tim .
• Some tasks require accurate movement along the path,
.g. weld ng, and not only at the goal posi ion. Another
example is the collaboration of mor robot arms where
precise nd synchronized movements ar crucial. For
these tasks also low network delay is desired.
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B. Handling jitter, delay and packet loss
In the measurements, jitter and packet loss were not con-
sidered. We assumed negligible jitter and no packet loss was
introduced by the network.
When the jitter is relatively small compared to the latency
of the connection, then jitter buffer like methods can be used
to transform jitter into extra delay. During the end-to-end
delay budget calculation this extra delay should be taken into
account. This method requires packet buffering capability.
Delayed or lost packets that were not arrived in time can end
in performance degradation. The best solution is to minimize
the occurrence of these events and to avoid bursty occurrence
of them. One of the main goals of URLLC is to provide
reliable connection and fulfill these requirements. In some
extent, delayed or lost packets can also be handled at higher
layers in the controller and at the device side. All correction
methods reduce the accuracy of movements and can efficiently
be used only for a limited time period.
In case of delayed or lost status messages, action should
be taken at the controller side of the control loop. In case
of trajectory execution, the controller uses joint positions
from the status messages. The missing joint position values
can efficiently be extrapolated, because trajectory generators
intentionally generate smooth trajectories to reduce the load
of the servos. Practically, the missing joint position value
is extrapolated from the historical values of joint positions
and from the remaining part of the trajectory. The position
error caused by extrapolated values will be corrected by the
PID control when the controller receives again correct status
messages.
In case of delayed or lost command messages, action should
be taken at the both sides of the control loop. At the controller
side, the controller needs to be informed about the unsuccess-
ful command transmission to keep itself up-to-date. A potential
solution is that the wireless network informs controller about
transmission status of down-link packets. When radio interface
failed or predicted to fail to transmit a packet in time (e.g. radio
related problems or congestion), then wireless network notifies
the controller about this event. Relying on this information
the controller updates its internal state and tries to avoid
overreaction.
VII. CONCLUSION
We investigated the performance of the closed-loop control
of an UR5 industrial robot arm at varying network charac-
teristics. We run trajectories and measured the accuracy of
realized trajectories as the function of network delay and robot
movement speed. We introduced KPIs to evaluate the temporal
and spatial accuracy of the realized trajectories. We observed
that to achieve the maximum accuracy of the robot at maxi-
mum speed, there is a need for low latency communication.
However, at lower speed or at relaxed accuracy, higher network
latency is still tolerable. We also observed that, providing
much lower latency than the update time of the robot has only
moderate performance gain. Finally, we suggested a method
to handle loss and jitter of robot control packets.
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latency is still tolerable. We also observed that, providing
much lower latency than the update time of the robot has only
moderate performance gain. Finally, we suggested a method
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Abstract— Vehicle to grid (V2G) communication for electric 
vehicles and their charging points is already well established by 
the ISO 15118 standard. The standard allows vehicles to 
communicate with the charging station using the power cable, i.e. 
a wired link, but it is improved to enable wireless (WLAN) links 
as well. This paper aims to provide an implementation that 
accomplishes a wireless authentication solution (WAS). With that 
the electric vehicles can establish V2G connection when 
approaching the charging pool, then identify and authenticate the 
driver and/or the vehicle. Furthermore, the paper presents a 
TTCN-3 based validation and verification (V&V) framework in 
order to test the conformance of the prototype implementation 
against the standard. 
 
Index Terms—Vehicle-to-Grid, ISO 15118, wireless charging, 
Electric Vehicle, ITS, TTCN-3 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The proportion of Battery Electric Vehicles (BEV) and Plug-In 
Hybrid Electric Vehicles (PHEV), against conventional 
vehicles with internal combustion engine, is growing 
remarkably in developed countries. Led by the USA, the 
European Union and Japan the BEV and PHEV market is 
rapidly growing [1]. To serve this increased demand, massive 
charge point deployment is required. Nevertheless, due to 
business issues (e.g. billing) and grid limitations, smart 
charging is also a mandatory requirement to overcome the 
issues caused by mass electric vehicle (EV) recharging. For the 
sake of convenience hereafter the collection term EV for both 
battery electric vehicles and PHEVs is used. 
The communication between EVs is an extensively researched 
topic and it is becoming an essential part of the C-ITS 
(Cooperative Intelligent transportation system) environment. 
The bi-directional communication between the vehicle and the 
charging point (and the grid infrastructure behind it) is referred 
to as vehicle-to-grid (V2G), thus V2G provides a 
communication interface for bi-directional charging (or 
discharging) of EVs. The EV charging station is the so-called 
EVSE (Electric Vehicle Supply Equipment). Inside the EV 
there is a module responsible for the V2G communication. This 
 
This work is a part of the project NeMo - Hyper-Network for electro-Mobility 
that received funding from the European Union Horizon 2020 research & 
innovation program under grant agreement no 713794. Content reflects only the 
authors’ view and European Commission is not responsible for any use that 
may be made of the information it contains. 
module is referred to as Electric Vehicle Communication 
Controller (EVCC), while in the case of EVSE the literature 
uses the term Supply Equipment Communication Controller 
(SECC). The EV is capable of communicating with the 
charging point using its EVCC. The message exchange between 
the EV and the EVSE is standardized by ISO/IEC (International 
Organization for Standardization/ International 
Electrotechnical Commission) in the series of 15118 
(e.g. [2] – [7]). As the communication parts of this generic 
equipment are the EVCC and SECC, ISO 15118 describes the 
communication between these components. ISO 15118 is the 
enabler of vehicle-to-grid applications. 
The main challenge of any standardized technology is 
conformance and interoperability. Conformance testing checks 
a specific product (or maybe a part of a product) for compliance 
to requirements given in a base standard. A definition of 
interoperability testing is the "ability" of two or more systems 
(or components) to exchange and use information and execute 
successful procedures/sessions. The aim of interoperability 
testing is not restricted to demonstrating that products (from 
different manufacturers) can work together: it also shows that 
these products can work together using a specific protocol. 
Multi-vendor compatibility is crucial for the success of V2G 
technology. 
The contribution of this manuscript is given as follows: 
1. Introduce a prototype SECC implementation, which uses 
wireless (WLAN-based) communication to handle a V2G 
session with the EVCC. A wireless authentication solution 
(WAS) is presented that allows and handles the V2G 
communication and the identification of the EV via 
wireless links.  
2. Provide a validation and verification (V&V) tool to test the 
V2G conformance of the implemented prototype against 
the base standard given in [3].  
It is important to highlight the fact that V2G was originally 
planned to be used in a wired manner (i.e. using the charging 
cable with power line communication). However, wireless 
communication recently gained higher attention, even in the 
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(or components) to exchange and use information and execute 
successful procedures/sessions. The aim of interoperability 
testing is not restricted to demonstrating that products (from 
different manufacturers) can work together: it also shows that 
these products can work together using a specific protocol. 
Multi-vendor compatibility is crucial for the success of V2G 
technology. 
The contribution of this manuscript is given as follows: 
1. Introduce a prototype SECC implementation, which uses
wireless (WLAN-based) communication to handle a 
session with the EVCC. A wireless uthentica ion solution
(WAS) is presented that allows and handles the V2G 
communication and the identification of the EV via
wireless links.  
2. Provid  a validation and verification (V&V) tool to test the 
V2G conformance of the implemented prototype against 
the base standard given in [3].  
It is important to highlight the fact that V2G was originally 
planned to be used in a wired manner (i.e. using the charging 
cable with power line communication). However, wireless 
communication recently gained higher attention, even in the 
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